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Super hoops

Giants upset Bills in
classic Super Bowl game

Racers, Tigers and
post big wins

vance?
Mcconneil off energy committee
after just one session

Lady Lakers
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Mailings to pick up pace
of special events campaign

Shake, rattle and hole

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Monetary pledges for Murray
State University's new multipurpose special events center ha'.e
slowed somewhat during the past
several weeks hut campaign organiters hope to change that trend
very shortly.
A •massive mailing, including

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORIA)
$11.S1I'S,
- Soviet
troops tiring shots seized two
Lithuanian customs posts,
roughed up several workers, and
ordered the checkpoints shut
permanently, a Lithuanian government 'spokesman said today.
In another incident eirfy Sunday. a Soviet army captain
wounded a Lithuanian worker at
a military checkpoint, the
spokesman said. Officials of the
breakaway republic said they
have begun keeping a record of
brutality inflicted on their
cat/ens

Murray woman
dies in one-car
accident Sunday
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• Darrell Davis ignores morning traffic — and most everything else —as he breaks portion of concrete
sidewalk along the 300 block of Main Street early Monday morning. 'Ole cracked and ;,111-eli concrete is
being replaced by the city, according to a worker.
by Mark ()ow
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(Cont'd on page 2)

(Cont'd on page

STATE
CA VE CITY, Ky.
The
half-finished regional sewer project that would serve Mammoth
Cave National Park is at a halt.
as untreated sewage continues to
seep into the underground
streams that run through the
world's longest cave *'stem.

SPOI(I'S
MELBOURNE, Australia —
Boris Becker grabbed his first
Australian- Open title and leaped •
to No. I for the first time in his
career as he overcame tack
spasms to beat
with
a diving, rolling net attack.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON -- Sales of
existing homes fell 4.3 percent
in 1990 to the lowest level in
five years, a real estate trade
group reported, and analysts saw
no quick improvement in the
market.

FORECAST
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low
in the upper 20s. Light south
wI nd.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.0, +0.1 below 316.6, -2.3
Barkley Lake
355.0, +0.2 below 322.7, -2.5

N EX
One Section — 14 Pages
Classifieds
12, 13
Comics
12
Crosswords
12
Dear Abby
3
Horoscope
6
Murray Today
6, 7
Obituaries
11
Perspective
4
Sporis
8, 9
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are $ a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and Lm. to
12 noon Saturday.

Allies strike from the sky: step up preparations
By JOHN KING
Associated Press Writer

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia —
From far-flung desert bases. allied
bombers took wing today on the
12th day of their stinging air offensive. But the suc-cess of one crucial
mission --- to staunch the world's
worst oil.: spill -- remained to be
seen.

International experts arrived
the region today ,to work on LH,•.
ing up the slick in the Persian Gui
which U.S. officials said was
unleashed by Iraqi occupation for
ces in Kuwait.
A Norwegian snip equipyed with
cleanup equipment Was off ,the
coast of Bahrain, and a British-consortium was flying 41 more than 70
tons of equipment including booms
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U.S
11
blew up the pipeline
pinpointed as the source
ol the
slick, estimated at 300
nulloin gallons.
ollielals expressed confi-

rely fo.- irestt Aater.
Allied officials, meanwhile.
a wary eye toward officially neutral
-Iran. where increasing numbers (if
Iraqi aircraft have been seeking
refugc!.

24 H.
Iran has said it
th, plane, for the darat, •
wilr. hut U.S. officials
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Need Line relocates

Under shadow of war,
State of the Union set
By RITA BEAMISH
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Under the grave shadow of a war half a world
away and a soured economy at home, President Bush will try to reassure
Americans of a brighter future in his State of the Union speech Tuesday
night.
Bush will announce "nothing major" or costly in the way of domestic
proposals, given the clampdown on spending for virtually everything
except the war effort, said his press secretary, Marlin Fitzwater.
The annual State of the Union address comes as the nation is consumed
with the Persian Gulf war and worried about the nearly 500,000 Americans the president has sent to fight.
"When everyone is thinking about the war, you can't talk about the
domestic agenda and expect anyone to listen," said Stephen Hess, a scholar at the Brookings Institution who specializes in the presidency.
In that vein. Bush•intedds to spend about half the speech talking about
the war, with a positive spin on prospects for its conclusion, officials say.
But he also will devote considerable time to the domestic agenda that
critics say he has neglected.
Bush's speech "lays the groundwork for coming bad( to those issues
once the gulf crisis recedes," and will talk in general terms about his
plans to push for education, energy, civil rights and anti-crime initiatives,
said one administration official.
White House budget director Richard Darman said Sunday that the
president's next proposed budget will include a spending increase of just
2.6 percent, but "we'll still be able to do things like invest $76 billion in
research and development and $87 billion in children."
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Murray-Calloway County Need Line has moved from 209 Maple Street to its ni w location in the George
Weaks Community Center. Need Line Director Euple Ward announced that the office will open for services tomorrow. Pictured above, Kathie Gentry, left, and Ward assemble bags of groceries which will he
given to area residents for emergency relief. Need Line provides assistanci for individuals needing
emergency supplies or financial assistance. This program is funded in part by donations from churches.
businesses, organitations, Fiscal Court, and individuals.

Kentucky governor's race all about money
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The Kentucky governor's race this year has
all the ingredients for a soap opera
-- family tics, jealousy, power and
money. Lots of money.
Democrats always stage a
melodrama in -gubernatorial years,
but this year Republicans are hay.

ing a Share in the production. The
variations on the scripts promise to
fill the political season until the
May 28 primary.
On Monday, the wife of Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson is expected to
formally announce her candidacy
to succeed him. He is barred by the
state constitution from running for
a second consecutive four-year
term.

\law.. Wilkinson is among a
field 01 candidates who have
alrcad raised S9.5 million for the
primary election. Her opponents
for the Democratic nomination
include her husband's archriVal, Lt.
Goy. Brercton Jones.
Mrs. Wilkinson said that if she
wins, she will hire her husband to
be her economic development secretary. She insists she is not a sur-
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rogate candidate for her husband
and dismisses any comparison with
the 1966 election of Lurleen Wallace in Alabama to succeed her
husband, Gov. George Wallace.
For his part, Wilkinson says his
wife "makes up her own mind
about what she wants to do, and
she goes and does it."
Republicans seemed to have
pinned their hopes on seven-term

asc10.

U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins until
longtime GOP operative Larry Forgy, who dropped out of the 1987
campaign, entered this race. It
promises to be the stiffest Republican contest since 1967, the last
time a Republican won the governor's office.
In a state where the legislature
(Cont'd

on page

a

2)
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About money....
(Coard from pap
can meet only 60.a3-Ys-Ivery two
years, the governor is a particularly
important force. The incumbent
invariably tries to handpick' a
SLICCess01.
Mrs. Wilkinson has no political
track record apart from a. highly
publicized campaign championing
adult education and the General
Educational Development program.
Her image appeared on posters and
billboards across the state promoting "Martha's GED Army'
She has so far declined to discuss her husband's administration,
but at some point she must address
j SI 3 billion tax increase enacted
last year for education and other
state programs. the hottest topic so
. ar on :he campaign trail.

MONDAY, JANUARY 2S, 1991

Mrs. Wilkinson has accumulated governorship. Jones takes a more five-person race could win with
Si...5.million in campaign funds: lighthearted view, promising his just over 20 percent of the vote.
wife, Libby, will never run to sue
critics say a lot ot it comes from
In the RepubliCan field;the party people who depend on state gov- cced him
appeared ready to line up behind
Lexington's three-term mayor, Hopkins until Forgy attempted J
ernment for their livelihoods.
Jones. the Democratic front- Scott Bacsler, has tried to make political resurrection.
runner and a millionaire horse hay out of being the most boring of
Forg.v. who ran Ronald Reagan -s
breeder. has raised more than S3 the Democrats by citing his experi- campaigns in the state, bailed out
million, much of it from $4,000 ence running a government. He has of a gubernatorial bid in 1987. and
contributors, but says he wants to raised just S1.1 million but tried to among things,cited a distaste for
limit campaign donations to S100. turn that to his advantage •if this raising monev.
A former Republican leader of election cm be bought. I can't
This t:ire. Forgy says he'll
the West Virginia House who afford it.- he said.
acLept comohutions only if they're
switched to the Democrats after
Other Democratic iandidai,.. Soo or less and has lambasted
Watergate. Jones drew heavily on
include Dr. Floyd Poore, who le:t Hopkins for raising SL1 million in
h is own money to win the 1987 the Wilkinson administration al:e7
harelv a month He dismissed the
primary for lieutenant governor. publicly claiming that his Capitol tradition of large campaign fundhen he parted company with
inKentuc0 as
telephone had been bugged, and
Wilkinson on key issues in the attorney Gatewaxi Galbraith. who
Hork:ns ha. questioned Forgy 's
campaign, the governor lambasted
argues no new taxes would be
stomach for the fight. saying.
him for disloyalty and
needed if the state legalized mar:
"He's Itssser f-Inished a race and
opportunism.
Juana and regulated it.
Prixately. Wilkinson promises to
Kentucky has no primary runo!t. [se neser Quit one."
do that he can to den) Jones the so theoretically a candidate in ,1

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Murray woman...

Mornings Are Fun

Events center...
(Cont'd from page 11
"manufacturing concerns, chambers
of commerce and other buSiness
groups," Rayburn said.
Former athletes of MSU, numbering around 1,300. will also
receive the brochure, Rayburn said.
Another mailing will also be sent
to the approximate 150)0 NISI'
alumni in the five-state area over j
period of two weeks, he said
Alumni will receive a letter from
Jeff Green, president of the Alumni
Association, Rayburn said.
Rayburn said new pledges for
the arena have not been heavil
solicited for almost a year to allow
organizers time to contact and collect money from "those who

pledged earlier," Rayburn said.
Now that an architect has been
selected. Rayburn said, the campaign will begin in earnest.
According to Rayburn, no meet
ing has taken place between university officials and the architect
firm selected for the work, Peck.
Flannery, Gream & Warren, Inc. of
Paducah.
The firm is still waiting for additional instructions from the state
before that meeting can take place,
Rayburn said.
Plans for the arena call for at
least 7.500 permanent seats as well
as 2.5oo
retract:0)1c se::!,
The arena would also he ;Ise,:
,ons•entions, spo•
large concerts, ,

State of the Union set...

(Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page 1)
a tree off U.S. 641 about
Sources familiar with the speech preparations said there will be no
tour miles south of Murray around "laundry list" of initiatives.
2:30 a.m., police said.
Instead. Bush will keep to a thematic approach, they said.
One passenger. Tammy Cavitt,
"He's going 40 be appropriately positive, confident, about the Middle
6-9 a.m.
20, of
•ras was treated for East and about the economy," said one source, who like the others
spoke
Gary Powley & Chuck
minor
.r,c a; the Murray - on condition of anonymity.
Shuttett
Cailowas Co.,:nt Hospital and
"You want the audience, having heard what the president had to say. to
released. police said.
a.m.
9-11
away from that with the clear sense that the man in charge is on top
come
Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Another passenger. James K. of not only the circumstance in the Persian Gull hut also the domes!•.
Sosh
Lon
75:1-2:380
Kendall. 25. oi Murray. was not circumstances," said another official.
Good Time Show
. reported
police said.
The tone of the speech ,
$
•
4 as described
as straightforward.
:
Bush aides working on the speech took into a.count the
cupation with both the gulf war and the deteriorating domestic eLL.:.0:::v
'There is a 'public yearning** for reassurance about these big issues
said one source. "You try to address them in positive and reassz: .
ways. substantively without getting into minula -The president is expected to stress W.!! the l'it:ted
war against Iraq, that it's ortl aih.; •
And his emphasis on the economi.:
mg, underscoring his insistence that the
the nation can return to booming economic growth
The president also plans to me:::
•
nation put, of recession, including :‘.1:,K]:4:
The administration has been cons;dering various banking reform
ages to include such things as remoy mg restrict:ons or
in other businesses, revamping the oversight process al.,:
•
importance of deposit insurance, with appropriate ,:afch,:::::,ds
He has reportedly decided to ask Congress on again or
capital gains tax, hut it was IITICIC,:7 'A
the Union speech to make ft
Some officials expeet the prcs:.!
issues that entail little governm,:::
a,
ity• to Improve their lot through s„,•
children attend. buying their housing projects and using tax breaks
operate businesses in inner city- areas.
The president was expected to use the State of the Union address to
presage some budget proposals he will make in early February Islo&s;
increases were anticipated in such areas as scientific research and dese•
lopment. education. clean air, parks and the drug war.
Cabinet agencies pushed for inclusion of their pet issues in the speech,
and among those slated to get a mention in Tuesday's ad-dress were
--- Bush's intention to propose a new civil rights bill. following his
veto of the one Congress passed last year. The president, opposed
many administration officials and congressional Republicans. contended
the bill would have led to quotas in hiring of minorities.
The national energy strategy that Bush prormsed early in h.:. a:dininistration. Bush's speech will touch on the issues (if energy consersation
and ensuring adequate supplies of oil. sa:d White House chief of stall
John Sununu.
-- Emphasis on education. Bush :Ali restate his push or school districts to allow parents to select wruch schools their chi:di-en attend
— Introduction of a new crime legislation package. Bush complained
that the anti-crime package passed by Congress last year was not tough
enough because it failed to include the death penalty for a series of federal crimes.
Health care issues also could figure into the domestic part of the
speech.
Bush last year, commissioned . Health and Human Services Secretary
Louis Sullivan to conduct a study focusing on escalating medical costs In
•ALL DANCE AND EXERCISE WEAR
particular, Sullivan has been interested in what the government cart
-FRENCH NAVY' SEPARATES
about infant mortality', and the administration reportedly Is 7C,1d . 1112.
-ALL FABRIC HANDBAGS
proposal to combat that trend.
The State of the Union address conies on the heels of the anna: rn,i‘
AND TOTES
ors' conference in Washington. where those kinds of issues were fore:I:Lis!
•WOMENS CANVAS SHOES
on the minds of the cities' leaders.
Some complained that their dramatic problems - such as tiotek.,,
ncss, AIDS and hunger — are given scant notice while the federal gos„:ment pours billions of dollars into the war effort.
Estimates on the war cost range up to SI billion a d;::.
• ALL SESAME STREET AND
BRIGHT FUTURE TOPS, BOTTOMS,
SETS, DRESS-UP APPAREL,
Read the want ads daily
NAPWEAR AND SLEEPWEAR

OPEN EVERY DAY
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IVNBS *1340

To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. Gil N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Savings For the
Family and HOme
BABY YOUR
BABY SALE
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Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun, 1-5
759-9811
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FREE!

•SHALIMAR TWIN BEDSPREAD

• THE JCPENNEY TOWEL
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Murray, KY 42071
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 759-4090

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu. absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440
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Four local school
buildings broken
into by suspects
during weekend

Several beer kegs Alcohol counseling Allies strike...
(Cont'd from page 1)
confiscated in raid offered by Center
t() conder the ormitulii‘
Testing
at local fraternity,
and
The Counseling
the move was a ploy to shield
Center at Murray State University Iraq's air force, still largely
two face charges . will offer a group for adult children unscathed by allied bombing.

The Murray Police Department
is investigating break-ins at four
local school buildings over the
weekend, according to reports.
Police received a call concerning
a break-in at Carter Elementary
School on Saturday. according to
reports. Suspects had gained entry
to the building by breaking a classroom window, but officials at the
time could not determine if any
had been stolen, police said.
On Sunday, an officer on patrol
discovered a door oPen at Robertson Elementary. Entry was again
gained at the school through a broken window, police said.
The school had been vandalized
and a soft drink machine had been
broken into with an undetermined
amount of change taken, police
said.
Police were then dispatched the
Murray Middle School and Austin
Building where additional breakins were discovered.
Both buildings had been entered
but nothing has been reported
taken, police said. Both buildings
suffered a small amount of vandalism and a candy- machine was also
vandalized, police said.
Investigation into the incidents is
continuing.

'I- he Murray Police Department
confiscated six beer kegs during a
raid at a local fraternity house
Saturday night, according to
reports.

liii

Arrested were Paul M. Hetrick,
20, and Roderick Gallimore,. 19,
both members of the Sigma Pi
fraternity located at 1613 Olive
Street, police said.
Both were charged with trafficking alcoholic beverages in a dry
territory after six beer kegs — two
partially full, four empty - as well
as two CO2 tanks and one set of
hoses with gauges were confiscated, police said.
The action was in response to
citizens in the area complaining of
loud noises and excessive traffic
coming from the fraternity, police
said.
A police department spokesman
said "when complaints from citizens in the area of disruption of the
neighborhood atmosphere is
Brought to the attention of the
police, every effort will be
exhausted to bring matters back in
line to residential neighborhood
standards."

BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

CDeare
4.4
3
.

Ir

By Abigail

of alcoholics and adults from other
dysfunctional faibilies beginning
Monday.
The group will address and provide support on a variety of relevant issues including assertiveness,
self-esteem, anger management and
interpersonal relationship
problems.
,
The group will meet Mondays
from 5 to 7 p.m. For more information, phone Kin) Barrett at
762-685 I .

Church officials
report vandalism
The Murray Police Department
is investigating a burglary Saturday
night at the Presbyterian Church
located at 16th and Main streets.
according to reports.
Entry to the church was made
through a west side door, police
said. Notting was reported taken
but the church sustained a considerable amount of vandalism, police
said.

Police investigating
Hobby Shop burglary
Several packs of cards were
reported stolen overnight Friday it
a burglary' at the Home Run Hobby.
Shop, according to a report front
the Murray Police Department
Entry was made to the busine,.
through a small broken windir.s.
police said.
Investigation into the theft
continuing.

"We would be absolutely not
worth our salt as military people if
we ignored the fact that those
planes could fly back out of Iran
after us," Schwarzkopf told reporters Sunday.
Before dawn today, Saudi time,
American soldiers in sand -strewn
camps and on ships in the hazy
Persian Gull huddled around radios
and televisions for a Super Bowl
memorable for more than the play.
on the field.
Clad in protective gear, gas
masks at the ready, troops quaffed
alcohol
non-alcoholic beer
and won
illegal in Saudi Arabia
dered whether they would make it
home for next vear's matchip.
'It feels weird to be watct,ing
•
this here,- said Sgt. Kev
26, a Rutlabht, tO
Rochester. N Y., now, part it ott
ation Desert Storm iti saw:: -'at 0
.1.-1 thought I'd !t:
chicken wines and real neer- .
along with milThe troops
lions . of clIlierls of Saudi Arabia
had a rare respite
and Israel
from the Iraqi MISSli'iS that have
ranted from the sky annist nightly.
No- missile launches were reported
Sunday night or this
Since the A at negan, ira( has
Iota! ol 51 moditied Sc ad
?fi at Si id, -V- att,a and
C

DEAR : READERS: I)id you
know there is an International
Forgiveness Week? Well,neither
did I until three years ago when
Alice Parenti of Fresno, Calif.,
wrote to tell me about it. And
this is the week.
. If you are a card-carrying
member ofthe human race,there
is at least one person in your life
who needs your forgiveness. Or
perhaps it's you who needs to be
forgiven,so hop aboard the mea
culpa bandwagon,let go ofthose
grudges and give your ulcer a
chance to heal
Robert Muller, former assistant secretary general of the
Only the brave know how to
United Nations,wrote this lovely
piece especially for Interna- forgive.A coward never forgives.
It is not in his nature.
tional Forgiveness Week:
DECIDE TO FORGIVE
* 5 *
Decide to forgive
is
negative
For resentment
Now,Dear Readers,if you will
Resentment is poisonous
Resentment diminishes and forgive me for repeating a portion of the lovely poem titled
devours the self.
"Forgiveness,"
by George RoemBe the first to forgive,
To smile and to take the first isch, here it is:
"Forgiveness is the fragrance
step.
of
the violet that clings fast to
And you will see happiness
the heel that crushed it"
bloom
So, if perchance you are the
On the face of your human
"heel"
that crushed a violet,this
brother or sister.
is the week to seek forgiveness.
Be always the first
Do not wait for others to for* 5 *
give
For by forgiving
Everything you'll need to know about
You become the master offate planning a wedding can befound in Abby's
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
The fashioner of life
To order, send a long, business-size, selfThe doer of miracles.
addressed envelope, plus check or money
To forgive is the highest,
order for 63.95($4.50 in Canada I to: Dear
Most beautiful form of love.
Ably. Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447.
In return you will receive
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054. (Postage is
Untold peace and happiness. included.
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Psychologist warns
of'CNN Complex'
from watching war

Murray Board
of Education set
to meet Thursday

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) --Live, 24-hour war coverage may
cause some people to suffer "CNN
Complex" -- devoting so much
time to the latest news that it interferes with their lives, a psychologist says.
Total immersion in. war news is
unhealthy because it increases anxiety, said Dr. Frank Nash, a clinical
psychologist in Hopkinsville.
"This is not a condemnation, but
for emotional health, I think it's
probably advisable not to stick with
the TV or radio 24 hours a day,
because you're not going to be able
to function," he said.

The Nturray Board 0: Educatio:
will meet in a
Thursday r,,
The noon
approval (1:
coverage

14 Pir".tmger, Fries & Med :' -0
Special
Good
thru Feb. 2

Friday Nigh

Bar-8-0 Ribs. Beet, Fried Chicken.
Farm Raised . Catfish Fillets
Plus all the fixin s
and dessert blir

$

95

Place Ain't Fancy but Vici is good Food.

ph

IQ

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Murray

Chestnut St.

753-0045

CORRECTIONS,
CLARIFICATIONS
-I he Edw ard I.. Turner listed in
Saturday's District Court report is
not the Edward L. "Big Ed" Turner, 62, of 1630 Farmer Avenue.

Charles F. Winkler, M.D.
will relocate his cffice
to

205 So. 8th St.

'Exclusive 314 hp motor
'Automatic silkiesning lint system
.410160n water temperature control
ottThite Dune 10" wash basket
.1i10/10 warranty
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Practice ( (intents-4(111g in Pei si.lial

The First to Forgive Will
Be the First to Find Peace

'SS
Vit 171,,
NtSCLI

-- and that there was no photographic proof of any mobile Svi_id
launchers being destroyed.'
I lie Post also reported tt„ii
percent of Iraq's airfields are
ational, alone
8,000 to
Pieces of ineh-grade ariti
artillery.
The allies took advaritaee
lear skies again today 1,
relentless air strikes
age and Jaguar .. .ktirt
pounded positions
Republican (;uard to
territory near the
Kuwait. and Lai.
fighter-hornhcrs loop
allied mission
1)Jt:rlse Secretar, U.• r
Sa) that aittiol,git a
against Iraq have s• ,
cesses, they alone .A
Iraq from Kuwait 1 s
wad he prepared "l)et re
February '• to :Jur%
ti a
1
oflensive.Li sat:: S,:
• - Meci iti

ATI ORNI-.‘ VI I

Post. ,:Iirtg
Hied

McConnell off committee
after just one session

WASHINGTON (Al'.
only
one Congressional ses,.:
Van Buren
r.s. Sen. Mitch McConnell is
:he Senate Energy Committee.
The Kentucky Republi.:
the panel in 1989 for Hi
Congress but will not remain for
the 102nd.
In an interview late last tail.
McConnell said the Energy Corn
' Here is the program for mittee has "less relevance to
achieving a truly forgiving heart: tuck'' than his other connti
Sunday: Forgive yourself.
Monday:Forgive yourfamily. assignments. McConnell - s
Tuesday:Forgive yourfriends league, Wendell Ford, is a set.
Democrat on the panel.
and associates.
Wednesday: Forgive across
McConnell cited his interest
economic lines within your own— Kentucky call—and Paducir
nation.
Thursday:Forgive acrosscaltural lines within your own nation.
Friday: Forgive across political lines within your own nation.
Saturday: Forgive other nations.
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(across from the MCCH Emergency Room)

$45 to $60
QUANTUM' PERMS
;)ur styhst wr-tt •
tag includes St .
and sty* Long rlag artd
wraps extra

as of January 17, 1991
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Dryer:
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.7.0 cu. It. dryer drum
•Permenent press cycle
'Fluff cycle
'Air-Host drying system
.Timed dry cycle

Bp 206 capacity
*207
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)0/Magic Chef •

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance

For Appointments Call
The Paducah Office at
(502) 444-2690
Out-of-State
1-800-626-5435

In State
1-800-633-1178

Village Shopping Center - Hwy. 641 North
759-1505
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)
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No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9r8
Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5
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Warning: your doctor could kill you

Today In History
49
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The Neu York State Health
Department has issued guideline,
that SdS that health care worker,
infected uith the AIDS virus do
not hacc to tell their patient,
Furtherm.ore, the guidelines
they may co,nnue to operate a: a
condu,-; other "invasive'
procedures
The announcement precedes
Centers tor Disease Control guidelines on AIDS testing that expected
to he pubhshed later this year. In
.ssuing their guidelines first, New
York !ieo:th (Wk.i.ils violated medica: prcccdent and common sense
a!id
rap a protective
ad around AIDS uhkh has
:Kt: arv di,

th:s pro, ...r:her underscored
Department
•

Letters to the Editor

Organizer needs info
on USS Boise veterans

CAL'S
THOUGHTS
By Cal
Thomas
patients u,th a disease that .an kid
them
Ths is precisely what happened
in Florida K here a dentist uith
AIDS apparently infected three of
his patients.
AIDS carriers and those uho
engage in the bl,1%.1or that puts
them. at risk tor the disease have
been on the last track of protection
for some time. In Britain. physicians may be charged uith "crinnnal assault" for testing patients suspected of being infected with
AIDS. In California, criminal
penalties amount to a year in prison
and a S10,000 fine for doctors who
report those With AIDS to public
health authorities, something they
are required to do for more than
200 other infectious diseases.
Now doctors are to "enjoy" a
type of protection their patients
might rightly expect should first be
extended to them.
Until now, physicians were
expected to keep themselves
healthy and to report those who
'Acre in danger of infecting others

to public health ogicials. For
example, for generations the
American public health community
routinely tested people for syphilis.
Once. Most states mandated premarital testing, and many hospitals
automatically tested all new admissions. In the 1930s and early' '40s,
millions of American workers were
tested by federal agencies and
states. The Selective Service tested
all draft registrants during World
War II.
Just as patients have a right to
know that their doctor or dentist
graduated from an accredited medical school and passed certain tests
belore being granted a license to
'practice. so. too, should patientsln.
Neck York and everywhere..tIse
expect their doctors to be free of a
deadly transmittable disease like
AIDS.
You cannot -give blood if you
have certain illnesses or are taking
certain drugs. There are rules governing sterility in operating rooms
and what surgeons must wear and
hou their garb must be put on.
Why should AIDS be exempt from
such traditional precautions?
Although doctors are no longer
%v.:red to take the Hippocratic
Oath in medical school, in this time
of AIDS it is particularly tr,kg.tc
that they have departed so far from
its precepts, especially this one: "I
will follow that method of treat-

ment which, according to my ability and judgment. I consider for the
benefit of my patients, and abstain
from whatever is deleterious and
mischievous...With Purity and Holiness I will pass my life and practice my art..."
The American Medical Association and American Dental Association have "recommended" that doctors and dentists infected with the
AIDS virus warn their patients
about their condition or give up
surgery. It is a timid approach in
light of the severity of the AIDS
danger. Still, it is better than the
"see no evil" approach taken by the
New York State Health
Department.
Listening to a doctor argue that
physicians with AIDS have the
same right to confidentiality a,
patients, one patient at Roo,cce:i
Hospital in New York City 'A
quoted by The New York Times as
saying, "They have a responsib l iity
to tell you, because you could .,he
End of story."
Unfortunately, it is not the end
of the story. The rights ot those
three Floridians who apparently
caught AIDS from their demists to
be informed about the risk far outweighed whatever presumed right
to conlidemiality the dentist might
have had. To paraphrase an adage.
the rights of a doctor and dent s:
end where my incision be.in•

A stifflesson

young man.
Because since I've been Atirik'. on the excursion boat.s. I've
spotted .25 or 30 stiffs in the river
and reported them. It's very
depressing."
"P•at many?" the young man
her, I
to end

WIth(.311:

-. I

Rally turns into debate,
not open forum of ideas

'A ;171

ni,sed man said.
voa no: :o end it
b...)incs• \laybe
:,;ea WIta: mean
• A a'v

.
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-:atter to you' I
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work
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.1nd what's worse is.
when they float to my dock. Then
the police pull them out and, lay
them out and that makes a mess.
Who needs that?"
The young, man looked revolted.
Charlie went on.
'Just the other day, I was coming in to tie the boat up when I
spotted a floater. I had just painted
the dock and Tthought, 'To heck
with that.'
'
"So I put my boat in reverse,
gunned it hard, and the backwash
carried the stiff all the way down
to the next landing. Then I called
:he police and they hauled him out
:here instead of at my dock."
The young man was horrified.
You saw a body in the river and
you... you... just .washed it away?"
He couldn't go on.

GIRAFFITI
'99' xwldF•ati.re Sync:home

In

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

"Sure," Charlie saidj "Why
should I be responsible for everybody who goes in the river?
Enough is enough."
The young man shook his head.
"What you did was, was...
Inhuman."
Charles looked amaied. "What
dki you do, kid?" he asked. "You
know, for a living."'
"Fin in computers." the young
man said, He named a large corporation down the street from the bar.
"Lb huh," Charlie said. "Nice
clean job, huh? No bodies around
where you work?"
"Bodies? Of course there are no
bodies," the young man snapped.
"But you think it is OK to mess
up where I work with your body'.
How would you like it if I came to
the place you work and stuck my
linger in one of your computer
plugs and fried myself and you had
to take Care of it?"
"That's ridiculous," the young
man said.
"Think. about it, kid. If you are
going to knock yourself off, at least
have the decency to do it where
you won't be a nuisance. Go a fewblocks over to the lake and jump
off the rocks."
That suggestion brought an
angry growl from a hulking man on
another stool, who said: "Whatya
mean, the lake. Don't tell the kid to
jump in the lake."
Charlie shrugged. "I was just
trying to help."
The big man said: "Yeah? Well.
I fish for smelt.. And last year me
and some buddies were down by
the lake one night, and you know
what happened? No: more than five

minutes after we put our hets
we caught a suit.The young man gasped. "You
caught a body w!..,'n yoa
fishing?"
"Yeah, some gus
Str,,112 man
"That's terrible.said. "Who was lie.'"
"I don't know. Wt: threw h t m
back."
"You what? You threwinin hack
in? The water?" The vounTman's
eyes were beinnng to hulge.
"Yeah," said the bi:g man.
"Whatya expect? If we pulled h:rn
out, the cops would have been
making reports all. night 'and we
would have never ca,:itht no smelt.
We called when we (ished tish.
arty, jy
Mg and they got h.it,
I heard it on the radio."
The young man ,- !.,wk his head
"I -can't believe th,, They threw
him back in the w
"I'll tell you kid.- said ('hare.
"maybe a sewer wIi he tf.e best
The young man stared at
"A sewer? Are you seric,„,'-'
The big man nodded.
won't mess up the
way."
Just then, the door opened and
the young woman came in. In 3
moment, they' had apologi/cd and
made up. She suggested they have
a drink.
"Not here," the young man said.
pulling her toward ten door "Not
with THEM."
After the door c;osed. Charlie
said: "That's the troable with kids
today. You can't tell the-rn
any thing."

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
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Ten years ago
Plans for replacement of bridge
and its approaches on Kentucky
464 (Almo-Shiloh Road) have been
finalized and will be sent to Frankfort for approval. The bridge is
located over Jonathan Creek, three
miles west of Shiloh.
Murray Water Treatment Plant
has been selected a recipient of
1980 award for best water plant
operation in West Kentucky Region
by Kentucky Water-Wastewater
Operations Association, West Kentucky Chapter.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Benny Wright and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Scott,
Jan. 22.
Tnenty pears ago
First Lt. Larry J. Garland and
Cpl. Van L. Futrell are pictured on
Jan. 23 looking at a copy of Murray State New while serving at
Dong Tam Base, Republic of
Vietnam.
Over one million doflars worth
of Type 23 dark fired tobacco has
been sold on Murray Market since
it opened Jan. 11, according to
011ie Barnett, local tobacco market
reporter.
Barbara Sledd was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for
Girls.

Thirty years ago
Murray Electric System employees worked in bitter cold last night
to restore power in Nort-h 1"18th
Street area after an apparent overloading of lines cause a spectacular
electrical display.
The Rev. Hoyt Owen, pastor oi
South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church, gave the devotion at a
meeting of Callouay County High
School Unit of Parent-Teacher
ideiantti.on. Mrs. Faye Farris is
pArsessoc
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Castleberry and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray Barnes.
Forty years ago
Donald Starks, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Urban Starks, has volunteered
for service in U.S. Navy. He is
now in boot training at Naval Base
at San Diego, Calif.
Registration for spring semester
at Murray State College will start
Jan. 29, according to Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president.
In Calloway County High School
Basketball Tournament, New Concord beat Lynn Grove and Murray
Training beat Almo. High team
scorers were Rowland for New
Concord, Howard for Lynn Grove,
Magness and Jackson for Yurray
Training and Lockhart for Almo.
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Higher fuel, transportation
costs may be boost to farmers
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II ighcr fuel and thus transportation,
costs may be a boost to Kentuckygrown horticultural crops, according
to a University of Kentucky horticultural marketing specialist.
"Food retailers will be looking for
more economical sources of consumer goods, including perishable
produce," said Forrest Stegelin, an
Extension specialist with the UK
College of Agriculture. "So, where
the fruits and vegetables arc grown
likely will receive renewed attention
from produce buyers and wholesalers.
However,an important consideration will be quality and volume of
fruits and vegetables to meet ultimate
consumer needs."
Another influence of higher fuel
costs is that consumers likely will
stick closer to home, according to
Stegelin.
'Higher fuel prices not only stymie
cross-country produce shipments,
they influence consumers to stay at
home, cat at home, and focus on the

home," he said. "People probably
eat out less frequently, as was the
pattern after the Arab Oil Embargo.
"Since people will be spending
more time at home, demand should
increase for interior floral decorations, as well as plants, shrubs, and
products necessary for aesthetic gardens and yards."
Stegelin said consumer desire to
perpetuate the good times of the
1980s likely will overshadow a recession-lead decline in spending for
floricultural items and supplies.
Any negative effects on demand for
perishable horticultural product.s are
probably embodied in the food safety
issue, according to Stegelin "The
dilemma is consumers'zero-tolerance
perceptions on pesticides versus the
scientific statistical standards, and the
question of consumers' willingness to
pay a premium to avoid the perceived
risk," he said.

Brannon article earns MSU professor
AATEA 'Author of the Year' honors

it the end
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An article written by Dr. Tony
Brannon, assistant professor of agriculture at Murray State University,
has earned him national recognition
as "Author of the Year" by The
American Association of Teacher
Educators in Agriculture (AATEA).
His article titled "Impact of Vocational Agriculture/FTA on Community Leadership" was selected as
the outstanding article in the Journal
of Agricultural Education for 1990 by
representatives of the four AATEA
regions in the U.S.

it nets

7cd. You
vo„

Brannon, who joined the faculty at

Murray State in 1988, was notified 01
his honor by Dr. Dean Sutphin of
Cornell University, chairman of the
AATEA awards committee. Brannon
was recognized and presented 1.
plaque and a certificate at the or..
zztion's annual meeting.
Teacher educators in the 1 b.
agricultural education are the pr.'
target audience of The Joun..,1
Agricultural Education. Beside, 7,
search-based manuscripts, it publishes philosophical perspectives.
debate topics and other material dealing with extension education ttrid
international education.

Miliray Ledger & Times

Taiwan on brink of becoming major buyer
Once considered a third world
country that could scarcely feed itself,
let alone become a major trading
partner in world trade, Taiwan sits on
the brink of becoming a major buyer
of U.S. agricultural products.
In a position paper released by the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture. Taiwan's emerging .economy is characterited as setting the
pad: of developing markets for U.S.
prixfucts
—1 a i waris economy has grown rapidly during the 1980s and its performance is widely known as the 'eighth
wonder of the world.' Its per capita
income tripled during the decade
title its inflation rate rested as low as
4.5 percent." according to Yanchun
11o, a graduate intern at the Center for
Agricultural Export Development at
the University of Kenutucky.
11,) said that 'Faiwan's trade balance
7/14 1th the L.S. stands at S17.2 billion.
It,. st.rp:us has resulted in some
ent in the U.S to invoke trade
to keep that figure from
irttrtg
sad that with Taiwan's trade
Lotnes an acceleration of
for Ls. goods that should
1,:.•1;) tte two countries become more
trailing partners in the future.
-I a. an's principal agricultural 'mare Lereals, feed grains, dairy
ool and cotton lint, toii -anti tobacco products, beef, live
,.igetahles. fruits and nuts.

Chicago chemist
to present liquid
fertilizer class

Ho expects the rising standard of
living in 1 aiwan to increase the
demands for the products, as well as
bolster demand for deciduous fruits,
such as apples, fruit juices, beef cuts
and western sty le convenience foods.
"Kentucky agricultural producers
who are willing to work with the
Taiwanese business sector will find
enthusiastic buyer\ for their products." Ho said
Although cultura...
:
U.S. consumers, Taro-at,:
ers appreciate western quality
service, she said.
"American exporters must heciiH
fully aware of the local cultural
business practices, as well as
.• •

restrictions it they are to be successful. Although U.S. agricultural products have a gixxl reputation in
laiwan. growing competition from
Japan and Europe is likely," Ho said.
Her publication provides insights
Into the Taiwanese culture as it pertains to U.S agricultural irade.
Kentucky agricultural producers
who need help in selling products to

Cattle producers must think ahead
about biological cycles, prices

Second group
of local wetland
determimitions
being mailed out
deter:.

111
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WE PAY TOP PRICES FOR
STANDING 'TIMBER AND LOGS

.

pa:cd 1:t l'SDA
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Averitt Lumber Company, a manufacturer
of hardwood lumber, is buying standing
timber and logs in your area.

SicAc
Ci)IINCr1:,:1107; 5c!''.
70 'ilk:
..:71:
.77.k7

9
9

F If you have standing timber or logs to sell, call Paul
Yielding at 1502i 924-1101 days or (5021522 6623
evenings Or write to Paul at Aventt Lumber
Company, P 0 Box 665, Cadiz, KY 42211 0665
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Aging pets

•
Aver
LUMBER COMPANY

Cadiz KY
15021924 1101

Grand Rivers KY
1502)362 8307
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One of the things that animals
and humans have in common is
that the 'process of aging affects
them both.
One of the reasons that the field
of geriatrics has expanded so rapidly in recent .‘,,vars is that better
medieal care and better nutrition
have prolonged the life expectancy
of both humans and animals.
And because human knowledge
haS CTtencled the lifespan, it is up
to humans to make the quality of
that extension more bearable.
Growing old is not always a pleasant experience.
Ad of the tissues, organs and
,y stems of the body' are affected by
aging. 1 here 4re no exceptions.
-ince is a decrease - in matabolism,
a decrease of organ reserve, a
decrease in the volume of water
re::: tied in the cells, of minerals in
the hone and of neurons in the
nra.1..
Muscle mass and tone will likely
be Jost, _hlotid vessels will start to
harden, dental disease will likely
increase and loss of bowel tone
will cause increased constipation.
Output of the heart decreases, the
senses of sight, hearing and taste
become less efficient, and the efficiency of the body's immune system is lowered.
Energy levels are not as great.
Veterinarians studying the process of aging have come up with
some simple steps to increase the
vitality of your pets older years.
They recommend you keep
excess weight down by exercising
the pet regularly and not overfeeding. Because the pet's digestive
system cannot assimilate food as
well as it could when your pet was
younger, they suggest you feed
your pet three or four times a day
in lesser amounts, rather than one
large meal.
Groom your pet daily. Skin
becomes less elastic- as your pet
ages, and the coat becomes dryer,
more brittle and dull. Frequent
grooming stimulates better skin
tone and better hair coat.
Supplement your animal's diet
with additives that help reduce
deficiencies caused by aging —
brewer's yeast, vegetable oil, vitamins B 1, B 12, C and E are
important.
Provide dental care, both professional (at least once a year) and at
home.
Annual examinations will allow
your veterinarian to recognize and
deal with problems that may occur
as your pet ages. Yearly vaccinations are important to the aging
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ExpaAded facilities and mill improvements have
increased our need for quality hardwood timber

Our professional foresters treat your property as
carefully as our own, helping you manage your
timberland more effectively

oung man
threw hn'n

Taiwan, or other countries, can request assistance from the Center for
Agricultural Trade on the University
of Kentucky campus in Lexington.
Ho's publication, "Taiwan As a
Market for'NU.S. Agricultural Products." is available by writing to the
Center for Agricultural Export Development, 300 Bradley Hall, University of Kentucky, Lexington. Kentucky 40506
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animals. nectit.se your
immune system may nil •
competent as it 55 JS 55 lien ytKir
%as younger.
Feed a balanced diet. tailored to
your pet.
Provide corianionolnp. Your
pet senses it isn't as young as it
used to he, and may he ashamed or
simply give up. Your. encouragement can go a long way toward
keeping it on feed and happy.
Your veterinarian is well trained
in geriatrics for animals, and can
assit you in developing a plan to
make your pet's golden years into
glowing years. Special foods which
meet nutritional needs of older animals are now available, as are geriatric vitamin/mineral supplements.
These, combined with your veterinarian's knowledge of the aging
process and his or her ability' to
recognize deficiencies and problem
areas, can make your pet's latter
years more healthy at less total cost
than you may realize.
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The Weatherproof Block
for Brood Cows
-Absolutely No Waste
-Sell Limited-Feed FreeChoice
'Formulated to Balance
Your Forage Condibons
-Convergent to Feed
'Two Sizes 2X lb. and
WO lb.
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It's simple. Underground temperatures are warmer in winter and cooler in summer
than the air above. We can show you a system that uses this fact to reduce your
energy costs by as much as 50 to 60 percent. And, this safe, flameless, odorless
system can save you even more by heating your water, too! So, if you are planning
to install central air conditioning or a new furnace, call us first. We can help you
retrieve the treasure buried in your back yard!
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HUTSON AG SERVICE
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SEDALIA
3284164

FANCY FARM
6234391

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation

MAYFIELD
247-0120
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How to Heat and Cool Your Home

cyctisc.
rops should be
methods of
serving the list: of these and on •
chemicals,' said I MN ROSC0e, get
era, in,ciager
N1caiows Produck.
the eompany responsible for cot duct,n,.! the
—I here is 7 •:77-!Sl: :71 'spend::
good monc‘ (,t, rteee,sary echern cal; ;or the prodaction 01 crops, .f
it is bei tie ,Aastcd on not.
gri)L.77,.:
"I71 iY/{), we raii a test using licuid fertili/ers vs. granular. The hi,uid results were visible five da‘.
after application. Results from the
granular applications were visible
two weeks after ;he product dissolved," said Roscoe.
The public is invited to attend
this, which promises to be an educational evening for indoor planters, home gardeners and commercial growers alike. For further
information, call 436-5888.
'rto+,/14 ers o: Pt
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MURRAY TODAY
Hospital reports released
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for Friday. Jan.
been released as follows
Newborn admissions
league baby boy, parents. Lynda
!.--s Rt. 5, Box 408. Benton.
baby hoy, parents.
Nlichael, Rt. E Box
. •
Dismissals
Manning, Rt.
YO, Frafwes
.c. Mrs
Box 264.
t

Jackson Purchase Audubon Society.. will meet at 7 p.m. at West
Kentucky State School, 5200
Blandyille Rd . Paducah.

Newborn admissions

Moreland baby girl, parents
11'‘.r., 510 Oak S•
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SALE TABLES
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.re Set 4 Witt) items
;rom Throughout the
Store
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Monday, Jan. 28
Calloway County High School
Class of 1971 will meet at 7 p.m.
in basement of Woodmen of World
Building, South Third and Maple
Streets, to plan a 20-year reunion.
For information call 759-1854 after
6 p.m.

newborn adrn:ssions anj
d:srrissals a: Murray -Calloway
Co,:nty Hospital for Saturday. Jan
26. have been released as follow,

Dismissals
P f

liar
San

Community events listed

Teens feinlireil IJ1 miNazinc

more St.. Murray.
Charles W. Perry. 200 Spruce
St . Murray, Morgan Cunningham.
Rt. 2. Box 289. Murray. Mrs. Manofla Pac. 402 North Fifth St..
Murray.
Mrs. Helen Fee.ny, Rt. 1, Box
742, Hardin, Brandon B Dill, 5680
King Arthur Dr., Dayton, Ohio.

BOA '

y

Wirray Ledger & Times

Jo Hurkten, editor

Chastity Butler, 16, of Benton, left. and Heather Boggess, lb. of Paducah, right, will be featured in 'Teen N1agaline's February issue as
1991 Creat Model Searches regional semifinalists. They are two of the
16 girls selected from this region to appear in .January to May issues.
-Uhis will be narrowed to 16 supertinalists for each region, and finally
to 12 finalists. Finalists will receive an all-expense paid trip to National Finals Week for the 1991 Model Discovery of the sear. The winner'
kill receive ph/es and appear on the cover of the October issue of the
maga line.

Auditions for "Bull 1n -A China
Shop" will be at 7 p.m. by Purchase Players at Legion Theatre,
Mayfield. For information call
1-247-5977.
Calloway County High School
Laker Girls Basketball teams will
host Mayfield at 6 p.m.

Monday, Jan. 28

Murray High School Girls 1.V.
and Varsity basketball teams ill
host Paducah Tilghman at 6 p.m.
Murray High School Freshman
Boys Basketball team w ;II play at 6
p.m. at Graves County.

and

Rut
of 1
Bra
Bet
Joe

Events at First Christian Church
will include Study Group led by
Betty Riley at 10 a.m. and Study
Group led by Billie Burton at 7
p.M.
Boy Scout 1 roOP-77 V.111 meet at
6311 p rn. at First Christian Church
Council on Ministries '.1111 me,".
at 7 p.m. at First (riled NIc:hodist
Church.
Parents .Anon s mous will niccl,
p in F or in Ito'Ma Ill

.11

(111 '
1

Ca\lloway County Middle School
Eight Grade Basketball teams will
host North Marshall at 6 p.m.

Jilc%

f3li161 !or 1k

(Cont'd on page 7)
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Bingo games will be Tuesday

by W.A.T.C.I-1.

Ci711

hand,,arpedi Center
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ar,s to be used as one of
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Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Coluin'yas. will be "I ,,esdav. Jan
29, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C building on Squire flak' Road. netweer
•
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. "lbe door, ‘.1.;!1 , •

I • :.:\

Singles will meet Tuesday
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Class of 1971 to meet tonight
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University Plaza
Chestnut St., Murray
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Blood Driz'c starts Wednesday
B.00,I. lar.‘e
Jar. ;() and
• 7 Bar,e: Rism 2 ,
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HAPPY Committee z('ill meet
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Story Hour theme released
nal Go- will he the theme of Story If;h., on
Hr.i:
29, at IlT,;() a.m. and Wednesday, Jan. .10•, :14-111',2J1.azn. and 3.30 p.m. al
Yftatn Ser.
Sand
Ca,lowa‘ County Public Library. aecordng
.es ftreLt,,r a: :he library. Story lioas are or children. 1 to
`13() a.m. on luoda‘ and Wedne.da%
it "(Ai), A

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

Roy
Ma

Rucd. Kris Li
HAPPY f)].,: Proe;.:

T1 ESDAN JANI'ARN' 29, 1991
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Opening reception tonight
Paint & Decoranng Center
f
- tf

Alpha Mu will meet Tuesday
S:grna Alpha Inturr,ation-

"

Kindergarten
T"3
Cop

:
:7. P,,inn

.

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. ONLY
Adult $3. Child $2.50

1-ands lrorn the

Man Mc( &lion & Mar7ann

Mc:7771:1,. Tern

Take advantage of our

Professional Interior
Design Services
& Your Home
Deserve It'
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
SouthSide Shopping Center
753-3321

MSU Night is
Thursday Night!
Rent sour tntnies•2t the motifs!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
•
Open 11:am to 10:prn
•

Singles will liear Robertson
In.s,nglcs

meel aus„tay..1a.

a t
S1.CLC POL.: \A111 lead a

RON,*!';‘,071. 0!

A"! .i.:erusied persons are invited to attend.

Andrezv Joseph Schroader born
1!;r,:,.:
1 .*

NAL$5

ILIRANCE
$15
Racks

Some
Merchandise

Schroeder speaks at Fulton
pc-ily:r

Isturray
NI

Your.i.., At Heart
Jan
rn

LAST CHANCE
1991 Sergers at
1990 Prices

750/0
off

Model 784
Sug. Retail $849

We now have Desert Storm T-Shirts!
Part of the proceeds will be given to the
families Of our servicemen.

/01C Miff

4zdse4 iifte
University Square, Hwy. 641 N.

Our Price

753-7441

talkative mood as the day begins.
However, beneficial career develop
merits will put you in a happy frame
of mind by day's end
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov 22 to Dec. 21)
,
Money concerns preoccupy you
early in the day Partners work well
together as a team now A wonderful
invitation to go away may arrive
today: (rood news comes from an
adviser
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan 1)4)
You're self-preoccupied now and
could inadvertently he ignoring A
close tie's feelings But work prowess
is assured today and financial prospects improve
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb 1/4)
The day begins on a sluggish note,
but then the tempo picks up con
siderably Dating is a plus now and
some singles may accept a marriage
proposal.
PISCES
WISP
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
.0W
Stay away from bonng types now.
You'll be excited about today's work
developments Recognition and new
opportunities are quite likely at
present. Aim for the top!
Y01: BORN TODAY work best
when inspired. You're more likely to
be found in an artistic or professional
career than in business. You have
high ideals and a genuine concern for
your fellow man You're good at
communicating your ideas to others,
but at times ,need to check your
temperament. A sense of humor will
always be a valuable ally for you.
Butlidate of: Germaine Greer, writer;
Katharine Ross, actress, and William
McKinley, politician

GIE

6

a m -10 p.m.

Daily
ZDfl
•Retzurarit- 12th & Sycamore

Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the Futdre
I 900 226 0360
$1 a minute

Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
a

4saiy/

ARIES
Mar 21 to Apr 19)
/Plt
Morning hours you may not make
as much progress as you'd like on the
Job The accent switches for the
better later m the day when joy
comes through pleasure pursuits.
TAURUS
Apr 20 to May 20)
It may be that others just aren't
listening, but your ideas fall upon
(leaf ears now P M hours, though,
bring happiness in the family circle.
Shopping is a plus.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Extra expenses may arise now in
connection with another. Spirits pick
up after mid-day when your personality goes over well and you act
decisively in your behalf
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22)
)
1IE
A partner is preoccupied and may
not give you the attention you feel
you deserve Financial prospects
improve now and you'll find something delightful when shopping.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You could be a bit bored with
routine work now, but this is also a
tune when you'll impress others
favorably You may be making plans
today to host a party
VIRGO
(Aug 23 to Sept 22)
Betund-the-scenes developments
in busmess today are in your favor
Social life may take a back seat for
now Inwardly, you're at peace
tonight and happily engaged with a
pet pastime
LIBRA
(Sept 23 to(ict. 22)
A family matter requires your
attention early in the day. Evening
hours you're free to enjoy today's
wonderful social opportunities
Popularity is on the rise
SCORPIO
(Oct 23w Nov 21)
You Just might not be in a very

WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M

Sewing Machine Co

Hwy. 68 Near I 24 (Exit 16) Reldland. Ky
898-7301 or 1-800-599-USEW

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Feb. 11.
753-8080 - Pvt Party Room Available

StfalaNtiec•Aitantrve--in

71C16
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McClain-Hendersan vows solemnized Cotton swab could damage eardrum

nes

ims
. 6 pin

ieshman

Miss Jennifer Ann McClain and
Harry Lee Henderson were married
Saturday, Dec. 14.
The double ring ceremony was
read at 6 p.m. at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pat Hutson of Murray. Officiating was Mr. Hutson,
uncle of the bride.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Larry McClain of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Ruth Hill and the late Ben Hill, and
of Mrs. Lala McClain and the late
Brady McClain.
The groom is the son of Mrs.
Betty (Skippy) Farley and the late
Joe Carl Henderson of Dexter.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs Maxie Puckett of Dexter and
of Mr and Mrs Elmer Henderson
of Paducah.
'the bride was given in marriage
h.x her brother, Mitchell McClain.
Miss Aleshia Williams of Hatel
was the honor attendant for the
bride.
Max:e Puckett of Dexter was the
only attendant for the groom.
Fottowing a honeymoon trip to
Gatlinburg. Tenn., the new Mr. and
Mrs. Henderson are residing at
Dexter.

By Peter H Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT I have a nerve
hearing loss My right eardrum evi
dently burst when I was a child, and
this has led to itching in both ears I ve
tried numerous prescriptions, including cortisone, but the problem persists I recently dipped a Q-tip in cooking oil and applied it inside my ear
The itching stopped Is this safe'
DEAR READER Chronic middleear infections which involve the
chamber that houses the hearing
mechanism, often lead to diminished
hearing and draining ears This drainage of pus can be extremely irritating
to the lining of the ear canals Apparently, you were able to soothe this inflamed and itchy skin by applying oil
with a cotton swab I'm not surprised
this was effective, however, you are
running at least two risks by using
this method
First, you are not getting at the
source of the itching, which I suspect
may be a middle-ear infection with
persisting holes in your eardrums
This should be examined by an otolaryngologist because you may need
antibiotics, suctioning of the ear Ito
remove pus and debris) or, perhaps,
surgery to repair the eardrums After
examining your ears, an ear-noseand-throat specialist will recommend
treatment, which could restore some
of your hearing

If, on the other hand, your ears are
not infected and your itching is
caused by a skin condition. such as eczema, the specialist can suggest appropriate therapy. such as topical
creams
Second. putting cotton swabs in
your ears is dangerous It s surprisingly eatylo push the swabs in too far
and damage the eardrum About
twice a year, I see patients who perforate their eardrums this way. although the drums usually heal without surgery, the episode is frightening
expensive, if
in many cases
and
specialists are needed Therefore. follow the old adage Don't put anything
in your ear but your elbow (Incidentally. bobby pins and hairpins can
cause similar damage L
In summary. the cotton swab oil
treatment may have given you temporary benefit, but I advise against it
See an ear specialist
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Ear Infections and Disorders Other readers who would like a
copy should send $1 25 with their
names and addresses to l'it Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be
sure to mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT My 16-year-old
son had a mole removed from his
back It proved to be benign however
he now has another that developed in
the same way Should this one be re

rrio‘,ed

and

biopsied

also

What

causes them to appear'
DEAR READER As a general rule.
moles that bleed enlarge rapidly or
darken should be removed or biopsied
because skin cancers often resemble
moles and can be mistaken for them
However skin malignancies are
rare in young people Therefore I believe vou should follow the doctor's
advice The fact that your son had one
benign mole is very encouraging.
very likely tne new mole is also
benign
No one knows the cause of moles
Certainly there is an hereditary factor However most of the adult popu
lat ion has at least a mole or two The
lesions do not ordinarily need atten•
Lion unless as I mentioned, they
change or are present in a site where
they are easik traumatized such as
under belt tines or bra-straps
1-N71../4.1'H. V4
•

DR. GCYTT

PETER
GOTT, M D

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lee Henderson

Community...
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Monday. Jan. 28
tecr Fire Department will be played
at 6. 30 p.m. at Water Valley Cornrtiunt

luesda, Jan. 29
Krueh,
.1
Squire ILI:e
at 6 p.m

Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at 7 p.m. at Callo(
Public Library.

Ladies' B
9:30 am
Christ

uesda, Jan. 29
jri Sigma Atpha Inter:
he at 7 pm. in Corn, 'n of North Branch of

at

's :11 speak about
• (L II'

Art 0:
r'e

Opening reception for exhibition
Haroce Copeland Jr. and Karl
Hood witl he at 7:30 p.m. in Curris
Center Gattery, Murray State
•!-..‘7's'!%.

Myths surround
Valentine's Day

Ann
hale,
Lode-elect

(f jay Scott Simmons, has
selected her china, stainless and
crystal from our bridal registry.
Kimberly and Jay will be married February 23, 1991.

Laker lios Ba4,:!`
host Marshall Co•.:
Murray flIgh is n
Freshmen liasketha
host 1layfield at (1

1 1

20

Now thru
Feb. 18

J. Logan's

Mon.-Sat.
9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

247-7256 505 S. 6th St.
Mayfield

if

API
till',
s.Irround il,cifri„:'.7'
Day
Af 0:,2 komorf fest.‘a: if
I ct 13, \oung coup!c\
:1Tethcr h\
Iron: an urn.
CC to r,•scar,hers at Hal!-

OFF

All Uniforms and Shoes

"Arrangements have been made
to deliver to Murray.

r,

Events at Calloway County Public Library will be Parents and
vios at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
.
at 1931)

Uniforms
of Murray

Dixieland Shopping Celitcr
759-4)482

sa.\,,s

Mara TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly.) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1615.

Mothers' Mornm.•
9 am at First [h.:.

• Fttr'it.• ri Al).

\I ••`

da..:Ibter Or. 11:s
14, he sup•„,..r1 a f.: /14:‘•1/4 C•1
.1" o u r

.v
\10.C.ICi"
m at First 13.ap;ist (
\ 1.2

A If he

We are
pleased to
announce
that
Kimberly

(..310's

r deVelt

IFS
Tufty you
work well
wonderful
lay arrive
, from an

•

reatur.r4t Scott Conkm,
and !Marie Taylor, accomite a: s p.m. ;r1 Farrel!
fl.:11. I /o's Hc f- we Arts
Statc [niversity

1.5\1's1 Photograph.
educatioh LiYar'sk:. H
6- 1() p nt. For
762 415')

Organizational Society
met: a: 7 p.m. at MiJrayCalkiway Chamber of Commerc;.:
..)11 cc. bor information call Pamela.
Ts1 761x, or Jeanne, 753-0774.

pp frame

‘S

11,:a!th F.xprc,s
Calloway County Hospital
at Grocery and Grill at I\-h•
from 9 to 11:311 a.m. and
front - 1 ).1(1 to .1 1(1

Tuesday, Jan. 29
Senior citizens activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
1(1 a m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel Center;
from 9 a ri. to 4 p.m. at Weaks
ten. cf

ay begins.

•

Lad:es
9:30 an a: 01...7
of Chr!sf

Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
flospital.

Hurry In Before
February Price
Increase!

,
( •

'•

rat
29.

Bridal
Registry

"

1

Called meeting of Alpha M ,. .
••N‘
••••

A
now and

griming a.

PEOPLES GOLD TRAVELS

We Are Now Own & Proudly Introducing:

OUR DAILY SUPERSPECIALS!

Soar Like An Eagle Retreat

k progress
'dal pros-

Nish note,
S up con
L now and
marriage
Warr
grad
ypes now.
lay's work
and new
likely at
vork best
e likely to
)ofessional
You have
oncern for
good at
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leek your
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)) for you.
.ker; writer;
id William

(24 hrs.)
ic F'utu're

$1VERY MONDAY:
EVERY TUESDAY:

4
8 oz. Top Sirloin Only $495S
$395
Lasagna Dinner

$295

Spaghetti Dinner

$395

Veal Parmesan

EVERY

Our Famous Grilled Chicken $495
WEDNESDAY:
$395
Shrimp Basket

14 oz. 11-Bone
THURSDAY:
EVERY
Our Steaks Are Huge
10 oz. N.Y. Strip
& U.S.D.A. Choice

Reelfoot Lake, Tennessee
Tuesday,February 12
Sign up now for a close-up look at the majestic and
powerful symbol of our nation.
Stopping at the park's Visitor Center, we'll look over exhibits of
the geological and human history of the lake, and even experience an
earthquake simulator. The bald eagle tour.is conducted by a park
naturalist. It combines a slide presentation that provides an excellent
overview of the lake, it's flora, fauna and environs with a short bus
tour into the park for that too-rare treat of seeing the bald eagle.
This day trip includes:
•Lunch at the legendary Boyette's Restaurant
for their "all-you-can-eat" family style lunch.
III A visit on the way home to Flippen's Hillbilly Barn,
home of the world's best fried pies.
•All taxes and tips.
III Deluxe motorcoach transportation.
III $48 per person

Only $545

$595

Call Doris Rowland or John Williams at 753-3231 to make your reservation.
We'll leave at 8:30 and be home by 4:30. Very little walking is required.

*FREE SALAD BAR WITH ALL SPECIALS!
We are offering you Quality Food, First Class Service

& a Pleasant Environment to Dine Only At

)t a
..•

ikoatiab
FINE DINING RESTAURANT

Also Owners 8 Operators of Majestic of Mayfield
We Accept Reservations For Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.
Member FDIC

641 S., MURRAY, KY
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Giants upset Bills 20-19 in closest Super Bowl ever
By BARRY WILNER
Assoc,ated Pr•ss Sports Writer
VLer all the b.g plays. all the star turns on
TAMPA, Ha
.1 super stage. there was nothing lel: to do but watch
Otos Anderson. the game's Most ‘a:,;abie Player. and Jeff
Hostetler its most important ba.kep. A71.:C•CL! hc:;,.c..! on
!
.
,art,
-:`•I hurrran Thomas, one
the :03;
:can" in pos:
ho had
, and Jim Kei
t,,
stood and si.•,e:
On the Tampa Stadium • ,•
s. •e. Norwood read.ea .e^e
hring !ame
a 47-yard field go..: -.
' that depended on it was :be NFL eh.amploes':'
Ft 'Aspt. N.1 ,,; LI 1A a'
1771e
K,.:,

I he 0,atll.s won their second saper Bowl in
•
just the Way they always win. They controlled the t)4,,
lk
time of possession read 40•33-19.27 for New York. a
record They made all the key plays, especially on third down.
converting nine of 16. They used .a strange 2-1-6 defense yes. only two down linemen - - daring the Bills to run, seekn to destroy the rhythm of Buffalo's no-huddle attack.
••1 hes re not used to going into halftime in a tough game,
MArk Collins added of the 12- r0 5‘,-(1FC through 30 minutes.
•Thay're used to Being 21 or 35 points up on people and
coast1 his was the toughest games they've ever been in
Cer:a
:t Vkas :he tghcs: .oss the Bi.ls has e had
:ht I •ould make it and • I got pen:v of distance,\orwood. 1 -for-5 from beyond the 40 this season I had
one opportunity there and didn't do the Joh.
- Yoc just hase to go forward, not look hack."
1 ooking hack, the Bills will see so many missed tackles
dropped passes. They'll see the mistakes that cost them in
!,rst Super Bowl_
Thcy. also will see Anderson, the 33-year-old workhorse
whom coach Bill Parcells claims is headed for the Hall of
Fame, rushing for 102 yards and a touchdown. He had 61

it

Daniel

T.
PARKER

01

Ledger •K Times Sports Editor

yr

Ibis Super Bowl deserves to
he described in capital letters'
I he Dri‘e The 111. 1 he Run.
he Hits. 1 tie Ca:elies. The
Oftensive I ne 1 he Suspense
The Wonder Of It All.
From the moment Whdnev
Houston began performing what
his to be the most beautiful
singing I ,f I he Star-Spangled
Banner ever recorded, until Mg
sn'fn of le!'
ynn
field

Tigers have their act
together in 67-57 win

Jones, Coble
push Racers
by Morehead

•

yards in the second ha. Aber)
l'ofk staged two scoring
drives that lasted a toil of
59.
Just as valuable, of course. was Hostetler_ He ended his
implausible run with exactly what 'the Giants expected
a
unspwacular performance
The Bills never could get comfortable in their no-huddle
because the Giants felt them no time to rdn it New York trail
ed 12-3 when it put together a 10-play. 87-)ard drive to Bakers TD.
The Giants took the second half kickot I and went 75 yards
in 14 plays to Anderson's 1 -yard 'ID and a 17-12 lead.
"That was the biggest drive of the season." Baker said. "If
it wasn't for that, we wouldn't have done what we did today
If we don't get anything out of that, we r..' thinking that things
could get out of hand
They still could t;4‘e Kelly and Thomas needed four play,
to push the Bilk ha.k in front Thomas' 31 -yard run on \A h
I !O. ,
he broke two taski,'s made ,
seei.. pnds
fourth quarter.
All those runs. ail those t;a1;:tie, the don't piean
iota
because we lost the game.: Va1,,4 h
the Nil
offense leader the past two sc•tiso!- -

Sports
Wrangler

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger 4 Times Sports Editor

By -DAVID RAMEY
..••clii.o &- —es Ass, Spoils

The critics gave mixed res ;L.' A
•
performed Saturday night at
the role-playing deserved four stars .
gave a thumb's-down to the ad H
The audience, hovvever, certainly got its
Murray. High Tigers defeated Wali•s Callowa%
MSt-,
the rematch of the fierce riy.alry

Editor

Murray High took the floor without the seryi„.,
Joseph rankle sprain). but took ,1 !.: 'A t17,,
other starters filled their roles
•
on to handle their lines as r..•
"We had some kids re.i1 Y
Murray expanded a fiv.,
second, "0..r
A

pass well and move me hah o:c•r",
boards aN
••
The 1- 4:L.7,
burn and Heath Wails. who also se,,.eC,
manee, Mrllcr ad,!ed. 1 he Tiger coach, also ::avc:
by Bart Crum ("a yeoman's Jon in
reserves Aaron Whitaker. Chres
a
- H
While the Tigers were :
•
to irnproyise. A'all said. \vo,.•
and we knew rt wo•;.!d work..
into (Davidi liar:
it to him. It
42
Wa praised
\
V11 ,1..

(lrecy:c:

'a....

Inc

game was close,
left moying t!ie

SeL.OndS
•

ailoway ( ounty and Nturra? High tipped off another high sthool
daksit Saturda melt at N1til 's Rater Arena, with 1)at id Hart deft'
drid Heath %% ails r'lwi2 to the occasion at the openin2 tip and beyond.
Staff photo by Genie' T

Parker

Calloway's press 'experts'
defeat Murray girls 67-35

CZ:HO%

,

L'

to :1 : ....a,
tad a h,..:2Le to get ov,:r
.vould answer
anct they
P,.;:v
His case was made in the to::rtft c•::arter. (
three shots before NIcNary. who had 71L'
hy the 5-: I

:Or

":•!,

•,4Ct: (r;

' 7s;
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B,, DANIEL T. PARKER
ts El
—es Soo,
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11,n
••-

tr.e
tarnov
on defense

:
:rce
for a :0-0 star: and adding
41 seconds
as
)
:C

rpLe•
.41

1.0 ,••••

•

'
g start
.r.e i:rohlern to Ifie Lady Laker,
limited their playing time. C:alioAa'
./ all hut cleared the bench by
end of the first quarter. and the
1,Joe... kept taking lor:•.,

11

d on page

so,

jumped up are:
•
MeNary got the bail to Hart or a sa,:n cl.,:ik at ,i.e other end, but Crum
an outside shot to give the lead baek to Murray., and Walls pulled
down a defensive rebound. one of his team -high eight, retrievals in the
game.
Cheancy then drove for a score and was fouled, -adding the free throw
for a 58-53 lead. Hart scored for Calloway. hut both teams wasted scoring
.hances for over a minute before Walk sank two free throws with 2:32
eft to restore the five-point lead. 60-55
The Tigers got the ball back when Calloway missed a 3-point shot, and
Murray spread out their offense uritil the last mincte. Torrid free throw
shooting (Murray was 19-for-21 for the game, helped the Tigers wide::
We gap to the final 67-57 margin.
Hart led all scorers with 26 points and swept ; 3 rcHi:,nds off the glass,
while Dennis and Mctiary scored ten points c".1(Al t(,r the Lakers.
For Murray. Walls and Cheancy scrired 18 points apiece. while Rayburn turned in a I4-point effort and Cram had nine. The two teams finished even in rebounds, with Calloway hitting 25 -of 56 shots from the
fie!,; (including 2-of. IS from 3-pornt range) while adding five of 11 free
. a
-. i7TrTry 'nil ..z. of 4175rots 'from me .. ir
NEXT: Calloway must rebound -quickly. as the Lakers host Fourth(
D.i ‘
s
ttr..: toe Marshall County Tuesday •
, A cek's
All-A Classic First Region Tournae
in first-round- play Thursday night at 6 lo
Advance tickets for the All-A Classic are ver;
. .
:.d
tic director David Carr. Chair seats ork arc for sal,:
selling for S4 and available at Murray Iiieri School v.- hi:c. supp ;.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
MURR AY NIGH
Carlow/y(57) — Hare 26, £,"r.s
• '
?SU FT St. 30 fab,),,ds
Murray i67) — C1Nsarey 16 Waii 19 Pa10.1
4
1'"Ni FG 22,43 FT 1112, Xi
Recoa5s — Caftoway 179 14,,rra1 '3;

12 31 47 57
19 32 49 67
F(i
Payne
''

IN''are, t

•••• 2 r.••••••'' c•

Or maybe
nears
• • • •
•

Last hut certainly not least. .:
•
gentle reminder it's
•
.
season basketball in ••
school First Region ahd,he
Ohio Valley Conference
struggles.
Television and sports o' well
together, but televised
orts
of
cannot capture the . c
actually being in the s tslenoif
good high school or collegiate
game. If you've been INt-f•gin
back for some reason.. yltiu'rc
missing ,out. Get out to the
games and get up for your
teams,

77SI,V1

044.47

'

14-14:.. ry.•
..,...r#e"7171.7/47.
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Lady Racers go down fighting
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst

7.4

ports Editor
de.cr‘.es H
11;,.

1
.‘,.tlic
v;h;i1

.

4

Sports Editor

MOREHEAD — The Murray
State Lady Racers have plenty of
fight kit despite Saturday's 86-83
loss at Morehead State.
The Lady Racers trailed from the
opening tip but had a shot to send
it into overtime in the closing seconds. Jennifer Parker's 3-point try.
was too hard, howeverf, and the
Lady Racers fell to 6-13 on the
year and 1-4 in the OVC.
Morehead played without leading scorer Julie Magrane, who was
serving a one-game suspension, but
got more than enough scoring
punch from outside. The Lady
Eagles were paced.by Beth Ousley,
si i-of-eight from 3-point range
Anti a game-high 28 points. Shannon Litton scored 23 from the Outside for Morehead. while center
Bev Smith tossed in 20.
The Lady Racers put five players
in double figures, led by Tawnya
Pierce's 21 while Parker had 18,
Julie Pinson 17, and Fond() Garner
and Angie Waldon tossed in 11
points each.
In her third game since taking
command ol the Lady Racers,
assistant coach Kelly. Brea/cafe.
,O,k some positive signs.
"We did a lot of good things,"
Brca/cale said. "We took better
shots and we took care of the
basketball."
Better ballhandling helped the
1.a.,±y Racers cut down on their turmivers, and better shot selection
helped the Lady Racers shoot 53
percent in the second half. Morehead. however, was hot from
tm:rli range. with Ousley hitting
.7 triples in the final half.

Actions& Reactions
Local basketball
ga-e between Itcxrnan
g
and MJr!ay 1tgn at Murray has bee,•: due to H ..-'-ar Counlys ,rvcivemiamen! pay
1. •
y ."!gtrt's

• • • •
A• A
l.

Classic Tourna
,I
OCr.
ent beg ns Wednesday night at Mayfield High
acing St Mary,
f
Memorial
Scnool w•th F3a:ard
ii Ocran County rneet,ng Carlisle County and
ulpn County play rig Heath in a tripleheader
Murray H.gh, the No 2 seed, plays Fulton City
at 6 30 Thursday night, eith No 1 seed Mayfield playing the winner of the Ballard St Mary
game at .8 p rn Thursday Semifinals are Friday
the chaynchenship game Saturday
'9"
•Tickets for Murray's first round game are in
.rn.ted sJopty. reports -MRS alhlet.c director
David Carr The only advance tickets being sold
' are or char seats al a cos! of $4 each Tickets
are available vette they last at the MRS office
• • • •
Fourth District eighth grade tournaments roll be
played at South Marshal Junior H gh Schoo•
eb 11-15 F,rst round games On Feb 1 1
include Mayfield-South Marshall g's i5 301.
Benton -South• Marshall boys (7 00; and
'Calloway-Murray gals 8 34 with the North
Marshal Mayfield boys playing on Tuesday,
Feb 12 at 5 30 followed by the North Marshall
cpris taking on the Mayfield South winners at 7
ard :me Benton girls meeting the Ca.:ovrayMurray winners at 830 On Thursday. Feb 14
he Murray boys will meet the Benton -South
w rr ers at 6 p , followed by Calloway's toys
rreet r; ttte North Marshall Mayt.eld w rre,s a'
7
•
p gameS Or.
•C•u- p
•'
ar4 730

Tennis
MELBOURNE, Australia — Bor:s Becker
crabbed his t,rst Australian Open Idle and
leaped to No I for the first time in nis career as
he overcame back spasms to beat Ivan lendt
w•th . a diving, roiling net attack. Becker shied
away frdm the net in the opening set while
troubled by his back But after a quick massage
and some stretches midway through the second
set, he roared back to beat the two-time
de'endng champion 1-6, 6-4, 6 4, 6 4 on Sunday

Galloway's...
,

ont'd from page 8)
the impression that Calloway played flawlessly.
"We've been playing some tough
teams. and we've made mistakes
that killed us," O'Rourke noted.
"We made those same mistakes
tonight, but they didn't show up as
mistakes because they didn't hurt
us."Shelton had ,seven of her 17
points in the second quarter while
‘Nooldridge scored seven points for
Murray High in the third quarter
and led the Lady Tigers with 13
points.
NEXT: Calloway County hosts
Fourth District foe Mayfield
tonight at Jeffrey Gymnasium
while Paducah Tilghman travels to
Murray High School to meet the
Lady Tigers.
• • • •
23 42 49 67
CALLOWAY CO
06 15 26 35
MURRAY HIGH
9, Gather
Evans
17,
Ca ioway (67) — Shelton
son 8, Darnell 7, Paul 7, Lamben 4, Mitchell 4,
Lax 3, S Bucy 2. K Horntruckle 2, Waldrop 2
V Bucy 1, Stalls 1, Blackford, Randolph F G 24.
FT 17127
Murray (35) — Wooidnidge 13, Jones 9, Fairbanks 4 Bogard 3. Bell 2, R tiornbuckle 2.
Burkeen, Denton, Jedan, Vanover
__Sryder
FG 12' 11 7,20
Records — Calloway 66, Murray 3-10

Ind ,the
ice
is

o' well

SPORTS ON RADIO

OltS

ent of
s is of a
collegiate
*f§-• y
to the
r your

ITNBS•1340
January 28
Mayfield at CCHS
JV & Girls
5:45 p.m.
You Con Hear The Mffereesee"

Donruss

Fleer

With the two teams tied, an
eight-point Morehead run pusbed
the score out to 19-11. The Lady
Racers cut the lead to 26-21, but
back-to-back 3-pointers, a lay-up
and an Ousley trey boosted Morehead to a 34-21 lead.
The Lady Racers cut the lead to
10 at halftime, and went on a 14-5
run midway through the second
half, using balanced effort to take a
67-66 lead on a Parker lay-up with
7:43 left.
Ousley hit a three to put Morehead back on top, and a free throw
and a layup gave Morehead a 72-67
edge.
Pierce scored inside for the Lady
Racers and, after a Morehead free
throw, a 3-point play from Angie
Waldon cut the lead to one. Pierce
tied the game at 73-73 with a free
throw.
Morehead went back up by
seven before Pinson hit a 3-pointer
to cut it to four. Michelle Wenning
and Parker each hit two free throws
to make it 82-80.
Stacey Spake hit two Morehead
free throws with 19 seconds left,
hut Pinson nailed a 3-pointer nine
seconds later. Morehead then hit
two more free throws for the 86-83
gap, and Parker had to force a
3-pointer at the buzzer that hit hard
off the backboard on the left side.
Breazeale said the Lady Racers
need to work on their defense and
on developing a "killer instinct."
"We need to step up the level of
our defense.- she said. "If we had
created more with our defense
tonight, we might have won. And
we really need to develop a killer
instinct. We were a little bit tentative in some key situations
tonight."

vOn Saturday, Monica Soles of Yugoslavia
became the youngest Australian Open women's
cf u-p•on in history, healing Jana Novotra o'
Cti”..-osovakia 5 7, 63, 6 1

Golf
Nolan Henke rolled in an 18-loot
1,H0,1/.,A•
orde putt on the linal hole Sunday, ending a
bacX n re collapse and giving him a one strove
victory over Curtis Strange. Tom Watson and
C,; Morgan n !ne Phoenix Open

Football
TAMPA I lj --- Jan Stenerud became the first
pure placekicker to make the Pro Football Hall
ipt Fame, joining four others elected Saturday
Stenerud, who spent 13 years with Kansas City,
four with Green Bay and two with Minnesota,
was joined by Earl Campbell, John Hannah,
Tex Schramm arid Stan Jones All except
Jones received al least 24 votes from the 29
members of the selection committee present at
the meeting Jones was chosen by the seniors
committee Stenerud, Campbell and Hannah
made it in their first year of eligibility Of the six
finalists, two did not receive the necessary
number of voles — Los Angeles Raiders owner
Al Davis and former Colts tight end John Mack
ey The :nduct,on cerernor.ies ircll be July 27 at
Canton Ohio
• • • •
STANFORD, Cali/ — Robbie Keen of California cked a 24 yard field goal *nth 2 17 remain
ng as the West defeated the East 24-21 in the
66M annual East West Shnne game Saturday

Basketball
HOL)SION -- Houston guarCE Verno7r Maxwell
,anod NV; Chamberlain. David Thompson and
George Gerv, n as the only players in NBA history !o score 30 points or more in a quarter
Saturday Maxwell scored 30 of his career-ngh
51 points ,n the fourth period as Houston rallied
to beat Cleveland 103-97 Maxwell was 14 of
25 from the field, including 4 of 10 from 3-point
range He also made 19 of 22 tree throws Der vii hods the NBA record for most points in a
quarter. sconng 33 for San Antonio on April 9,
1978 Thompson scored 32 in one period for
Denver on the same day, while Chamberlain
had 31 in the fourth quarter of his 100-point
game on March 2, 1962
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Pro basketball
trio AP Top 25'

•
Calloway County 's kvkanda Horn buc Lie stretched to claim this
rebound in front of Nlurray High's Stephanie ‘allMer and \tar
Catherine Wooldridge Saturday, niuht.

901 Coldwater Road

Jones, Coble...
(Cont'd from page 8,
of adjusting Lis to ..
Morehead took a
•
hell—

6 a rriDa;)
,P
-12th 8( SYC'arr

tap -in to spar-k
added two
hook and a
during the
Morehead ct.t L .
but Frank 'Allen fo:H .,A,.
by Paul King with a doaH.
score and a 3-pointei.,
firs: !
10 of his 12 points ,n
hoi
hind
"Greg got the
second half, and Lt scre
find him," Allen said. "Everq,
on this team can take over ,t
like ite did tonight.-

753-0473

We Want To Bo
Your Place!

* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Eyeryiai
* Country Ham Breakf4 Special Sat.
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri
Only $3.95
isr Sunday Buffet - 11:30 a.m. 'tit 2 p.m Onl $3.95
753-8080 - Pvt Party Room AvoiroOle

IAA

=I

"WINNING 1
COMBINATIONS"

The Racers sizzled the neis
63 percent shooting 'in the sc,...•
half and hit vven of !
attempts while oaL-c.
Morehead 33-3(1.
Morehead hit just 35I.•
the second half, and VieIC 'IC from 3-point country in Inc
half trying to-mateh
range shooting.
Newton hopes the RaLLI,
tinue to handle special
like they did against the E,IgHL
"When we get clicking on
cylinders, it's tough H
our guys down," !Se'A: •
thought we did a nice
patient on offensive, and

1991 Dodge D-150
$100 Over Invoice
Plus $1,500 Rebate
Stk. #100002

See the

Tape-Delayed
Playback!

1991 Plymouth
Acclaim

44111Aiiizi

$100 Over Invoice

Murray State
University

Plus $500 Rebate
Stk. #100237

ii1991 Dodge Spirit

vs.
Eastern
Kentucky

$100 Over Invoice

t•••--

Plus $500 Rebate
Stk. *100046

---TuesdayT--Jam---29th
at 6 p.m.
Only On Channel 34
Don't Miss It!

CABLE
VLSI

eN

Bel-Air Center

753-5005

Abb.
vAkv
111111%11R
P4mouth

Dadgertuths
°
Dodge _me
'Whatever It Takes - We Want To
Be Your Car/Truck Dealer."

••••••111•1••
••••••1.••

Jeep
Eagle

PEPPERS
2400 East Wood Street

Paris, TN

642-5661

1-800-748-8816

Legal Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus lax title license and doc fee after rebate Delaer hold back and or any factory to dealer
incentive retained by dealer Si 00 over invoice applied to dealer stock only Excludes taxes title and destination charges All
rebates applied down

1

•
•
•

••• .•••• •
Nz.. • •

e•
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Conklin-Taylor recital rescheduled

,

Scott Andrew Conklin, I5-year-old
violinist. and Mane Taylor, pianist,
will be presenting a recital at Murray
State University on Tuesday. Jan. 29,
at 8 p.m. in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center Farrell Recital Hall. Assisting
on the recital will be Daniel Cohen on
guitar and Sarah Alleson Conklin on
oboe.
Conklin, the son of Raymond and
Elizabeth Conklin, made his solo
debut in Apnl 1985 with the Murray
State University Chamber Orchestra.
He has since had solo orchestral
performances 44itti the Louisville Orchestra, the Nashville Symphony Orchestra, the Paducah Symphony Orchestra, the Evansville Philharmonic
Orchestra. the Owensboro Symphony'
Orchestra. the Jackson Symphony

TIRED OF
LOOKING AT
AUCTION
CARS?
Large Selection Of Local
Pre-Owned Cars

I3-year-old
Conklin,
Sarah
daughter of Raymond and Elizabeth
Conklin, is a member of the Murray
Middle School Band and studies oboe
with Scott Erickson at Murray State
University. She recently won first
place in the Music Teachers National

Martha Wilkinson makes it official

V-6, Power Windows, Locks, Program Car. Loaded.

1990 Plymouth Laser AS
Speed, Windows. Locks. Cassette Alloy Wheels.

Tim Herndon

It you're not sure and would like a FREE
CONSULTATION call

- 7— INSURANCE CENTER GI,
753-8355
Sycamore St. OF MURRAY

1990 Chrysler 5th Ave.
V-6, Completely Loaded, 11,000 mites

hut she is attempting to put them to
rest.
"I am running for governor
because I made my decision to run
for governor," she said.
As a sign of independence, MN.
Wilkinson released her 1991)
income tax returns, a move her
husband has consistently refused 10
take.
The returns shtfw ;sirs. Wiikw
son had a federal adjusted gross
income of 5357,706 and paid
S21,4119 in state income taxes and
595,697 in federal income taxcs

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) --- First
lad.v Martha Wilkinson made her
campaign for governor official
today and pre-empted potential critics by listing positions on a number of issues.
Mrs. Wilkinson was not accompanied by her husband, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, during her initial
appearance at a Lexington n6ws
conference but, he did sign her filing papers.
Questions about Mrs. Wilkinson's independence from her hushand ba‘e pestered her campaign

IF YOU WERE SICK OR HURT
AND COULDN'T WORK,
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO
YOUR INCOME?

1990 Dodge Dynasty L.E.

Association Selmer Junior High
School Instrumental Auditions Wind Division in the state competition on oboe, and she will be competing at the regional level of the
competition in Greenville. South Carolina in February.
This recital will be presented in
memory of David Vaughan, who was
an outstanding student in the arts at
Murray High School It is free and
open to the public, however contnbulions to the David A. Vaughan Memorial Scholarship will be accepted,at
the door.
For other information, phone: Lit
Conklin, 753-0797.

Daniel Cohen, son of Michael and
Kathy Cohen, is a senior at Murray
High School. He composes music and
performs on accoustic guitar with his
brother. Matthew, as well as on
electric guitar with the local rock
group, WRACK. Daniel is also a
member of the Murray High School
Chorus.

Orchestra. and the Berlin Symphony
Orchestra in Germany. He has performed on numerous recitals and is
current!) a member of the Jackson
Symphony Orchestra. Scott studies
with Carol Dal linger, violin professor
at the University of Evansville, and
Daid Updegraff, head of the violin
department at the Cleveland Institute
of Music. lie has had master classes
with Kevin Lawrence. Sally O'Reilly.
Josef Gingold, James Stern. Linda
Crone. and David Ccrone.
Marie Taylor is keyboard professor
at Murray State University. She is an
accomplished performer of both solo
and chamber music literature
throughout the United States and
recently spent several months on tour
in Austria.

1990 Honda Civic Wagon

•r• 4M•r IN•

f Crest

Speed AM FM AC Local 1-Owner. 6,000 Miles

4,

,
•11

1989 Plymouttr Voyager
CHICKEN '4000LE
PASTA TWISTS OR
4,STA SHELLS AND
CHEESE

Cyl.. Auto. AC, 7 Passenger. AM FM, Local Van.

1989 Dodge Colt

HEARTY
ONES

4 Cyl., 4 Speed Local 1-Cwner Good Gas Mileage

• _ NAVE MEAL

1989 Dodge Conversion Van

89

V-8. Auto, 22,000 Miles. 1-Owner

(

1989 Dodge Daytona Turbo
Speed. WinCoris Locas. Tirt

.*,46
NERDS,
GOBSTOPPERS,'
OR RUNTS
CANDY
- 29c

KLEENEX

DRUGS

5 Speed, AiC, AM FM, 19,000 Miles Like New.

RSA
BLEACH

*A

1989 Dodge 0-100

SAVE
YOU MORE

TYLENOL COLD

.39'

V-6, Auto, AC, AktFil, Tool Box.

1 99

_

1988 Chevy S-10 Club Cab

pp%

4 Speed, Radio, Blue
cough
ormu la

1988 Jeep Wrangler

*
L

99'

COUGH
klable
SYRUP COLD RELIEF LOZENGES
227

SOeerl. t‘C AM FM. Chrome Wheels. Local 1-Owner,

1988 Dodge Dakota

167 99'
pea*

$ --

4 Cyl., 5 Speed. AU.FM. Short Box, Local 1-Owner

VIP'

160

COTTON
- SQUARES

Sharp, 6 Cp., Hard Top AC, Wheels. Running Boards.

1988 Dakota

188

4 Cyl. 5 Speed, AWFM, Shod Box. Local 1-Owner.

0PT I-FREE „
••• 0•••••
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sisev
Tabies

AC LM FM Shot Bcx Chrome Wheels

RELIABLE

SLEEP
TABLETS
299

1988 Lebaron GTS
4 CyL, Auto, ALMA, Tilt. Cruise, 28,000 Miles. Local 1-Owner.

LOTION

SKIN
CARE
LOTION

A/P
SPRAY

IS BRUT
33

4 Cyl., 5 Speed AC, ASSN. Tn. Truck. 1-Owner.
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139
179

I
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1987 Ford Bronco 4x4

•

J-8, Auto AC

1987 Jeep Cherokee Pioneer
Tit Cruise, 6 Cy1., Auto, AC, AWN, 37,000 miles.
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Jeep
Eagle
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"Whatever it takes, we want to be
your car or truck company."
2400 East Wood St., Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-345-3821
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Stacey 1. Muskgrow, 22, Murray, died Sunday at 2:30 a.m. from
injuries sustained in a one-car accident on U.S. 641 four miles south
of Murray.
She was employed as a nursing

assistant at West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
Hama Funeral Home of Paducah will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Scott M. Nall Jr.
Scott M. Nall Jr., 45, of 524
South Third St.. Maylield, died
Saturday at 7:25 p.m. at Community Hospital there.
An employee of General Tire,
Mayfield, he was an Army veteran
"and a graduate of Murray State
University.
Born Dec. 19, 1945. at Memphis,
loin.. he is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Scott M. Nall Jr., Mayfield.
lie is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Ginger Pierce Nall, one daughter,
Krision Nall, one son, 'Frey Nall,
and his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Nall
Sr., all of Mayfield, one sister,
Mrs. Ann Curran, Atlanta. Ga.
Graveside services will he Tuesd,iy at I 1 a.m. at Highland Park
Cemetery. Mayfield. Dr. Cecil Kirk

will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jack Morris,
Eric Hoffman, Billy Dick, David
Pickens, Bill Clemmons and Boyd
Neely, active; Earl Watts, Bobby
Brown, Stites Bennett, Billy
Brown, Donald Dowdy, Tony- Thomas, Jan Janssen, Greg Cook, Ronnie Ivy, Mickey Reed, John
Prough, Wayne Barger and Larry
Joe Seay, honorary-.
Friends may call at Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield from 6 to 9 p.m.
tonight (Monday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to Scott Nall Golf Scholarship Fund, Mayfield High
School, do Joe David Smith, Mayfield High School.

Joe Wilkins
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Joe Wilkins, 70, of 205 L.P.
Miller. Murray, died Saturday at
7 • 04 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Born March 9, 1920, he was the
son of the late Travis Wilkins and
Opel Foster Wilkins.
lie is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Wilkins. one daughter,
Ntrs. Lois Crutchfield, one son,
Jewell Wilkins. and one aunt. Ms.

liassie Wilkins, all of Paris, Tenn.;
five grandchildren.
Services will he Wednesday at 2
p.m. at Barr's Chapel C.M.4.
Church, Como, Tenn.
Burial will follow in Barr's
Chapel Cemetery .. with arrangements by Mason's Memorial
Chapel of Mayfield.
Friends may call at the church at
Como after 10 a in. Wednesday-.

Dwight L. West
1 he funeral for Dwight L. West
is today at 2 p.m. at Farmington
Ch,:rch of Christ. Harvey Lynn
Elder. James Shockley and Jerry
NI,IeS are officiating.
Pallbearers are Kenny Smith.
Billy Irvan, James Bradley West.
Randy Riley. Donald West and led
Duke_
Burial will folloYi. in Chapel Hill
Cemetery with arrangements by.
Byrn Funeral Horne of Mayfield.
W. West, 75, Rt .7, Mayfield.
Wed Saturday. at 2'a nit at Ileritag
Manor. Murray.
A icttired employee of Merit Co-

thing Co., he was a member of Farmington Church of Christ.
lie was preceded in death by his
first wife, Mrs. Bernice West. Born
Jan. 1, 1916, in Graves County. he
was the son of the late J.E. West
and Mollie Wallace West.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Lyla
Louise West; one son, Kenneth
West, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Jo
Etta Riley, Minneola, Kan.: four
brothers. James Ray West, Rt, .
Mayfield, Connie G. West, Rt. 5.
N1'y rie1JEdv.ard West. Russellville. Mo.. and A.B. West, Bridgeton. Mo. r

Mrs. Georgette Ellis
Mrs. Georgette Ellis, 43, of 713
Elm St,;• Murray. died Sunday at
8:20 - pin, at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.
Survivors include one son, Scott
Dower a student at Calloway.

County High School.
The body has been transferred to
Hager Funeral Home. 633 Bland
St.. Brandenburg. .
Funeral and burial arrangement,
are incomplete.

U.S.trade with South Korea
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Commerce Department

Commercial activities studies cancelled
WASHINGTON—The U.S. Department of Army has decided to effectively cancel two Commercial Activities studies now underway at Fort
Knox, according to U.S. Senator
Wendell H. Ford, (D-KY).
Ford said he learned of this decision through internal Department of
the Army documents, dated January
22, that stated a new management
plan will be developed in place of the
commerical activities program and
that "the most efficient in-house organization developed in their management study will be implemented during this fiscal year."
Ford said the Army documents
echoed his contention that the Commercial Activities program underway

144010 VHS
OA •

at Fort Knox were disruptive and
non-beneficial to the post in saying,
"the commercial activities program
has_been one of the Army's most
productive, and at the same time
disruptive, efficiency programs."
"Over the past several years I have
fought with two Secretaries of the
Army and two Administrations
mainst the contracting-out of awards
around the country have shown us that
jobs and benefits are unfairly sacrificed and the new work product is
often times inferior to the old."
Ford said the two Commercial
Activities programs being cancelled
are for the Directorate of Engineering
and Housing (DEH), and Directorate
of Logistics (DOL).
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*Medicare Supplement
*Nursing Home or
*Health Insurance
Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance
753-345

211 S. 12th St.

Ralph B. McCuiston
Ralph B. McCuiston of 206
North 10th St., Murray, died Sunday at 11:22 p.m. at Murray'
Calloway County Hospital.
A retired owner of M & H Construction Company, he also was
district highway commissioner for
10 years. He was a member of First
United Methodist Church where he
served on Board of Stewarts, a
charter member and former officer
of Murray Country Club, and a former officer of Woodmen of the
World.
He was a veteran of World War
II serving with the 101st Airborne
Division in the Battle of the Bulge
in Europe.
Born at New Concord, he was
the son of the late Bob McCuiston
and EuLaha Parker McCuiston.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Nene Waggoner McCuiston; onc
daughter, Mrs. Nancy Stalls and
husband, Michael, Winchester.
Tenn.; two grandsons, Christian
Hutson and wife, Jenny, Paducah,
and Jon Eric Hutson, Knoxville,
Tenn : a sister-in-law, Mrs. Mary
Lou Lassiter, and a hrother-in-law,
Dr. k
Waggoner and
wife,
Frances, all of Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of ill. Churchill
Funeral !tome.' Burial will follow

Kell announces
candidacy
Donnie Kell, former Commis
sumer of Rural Roads, form:: .
announced his candidacy for trie
Democratic nomination for the
Kentucky State Treasurer at a press
conference in the the State Treasurer's office Tuesday, Jan. 22.
Kell, a native of Hickman County., is former school teacher and
two-term. county clerk and two
term judge in Hickman County.
Kell guaranteed voters that he
will work to improve their investment in Keritucky's future by
working to,
let the people of Kentucky
know •exactly where lottery proceeds are invested.
--start a state program with local bankers to loan money at a lowcr
interest rate to first time horn,:
buyers.
promote legislation gi
state treasurer the power to sc..-.
Kentucky hankers to the ins us:
merit commission to oversee stat,.
d011ars.
create a task force of two
hankers from each congression:
district to assist in local econom.,
development.
-- establish wire transfers to get
you tax refunds returned in days
instead of weeks.

Finances raised for
"Sketches of the war"

2

09

Worthington launches campaign

1.
Stacey T. Muskgrow

Financial backing has been
obtained for the reprinting of
-Sketches of the War," a document
written during the Civil War by
Captain Charles Nott. This document recounts events during the
war which occurred in Calloway
County and the surrounding area.
Local historian Brown Tucker
announced that a committee comprised of area residents has been
formed to sponsor the reprinting of
the document into hard-back form.
Two-hundred books will be
printeck.)
Although no orders 4bc taken
at the present time, anyone interested in obtaining a copy of the
book should contact Tucker, the
committee's chairman. Tucker may
be reached at (502) 489-2467 after
5 p.m.
fie said that the books should he
available for distribution in approximately 8-10 weeks -and will cost
around SIO.
Tucker said that the unit
involved in Non's document was a
unit of the Iowa 5th Cavalry. He
was assured by serious students of
the Civil War that the march began
at Fort flymon, which is located at
the southeast corner of Calloway
County.

in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call after 6 p.m.
tonight (Monday a! the funeral
home.
The fanilly rcu, ,.ists that express
ions of synipa. ne in the form of
donations
mond! Fund' of
first
• • '.'
! • Church.
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On Jan. 24, State Representative
Pete Worthington (D-Ewing) off;
cially kicked ttli# his campaign for
the Democratic nomination for the
Lt. Governor's office. Congress
man Carroll Hubbard (D-Mayfield;
and State Senator John "Eck- Rose
(D-Winchesterh president pn
tempore of the Senate. sii•
Worthington's nomination pa; •
As a symbolic gest .ri• Vs
ton announced his

chamber of the Kentucky State
Senate, the legislative hody ovei
which the 1.1 Governor currently
presides. An enthusiastic Crit..1.,,1
0.e!
tne
press
g
,••
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Independent-School
System has established a Parent/
Educator Resource "[raining Center
to better serve the needs of parents
of exceptional children.
Parents often feel unprepared to
meet the challenge of parenting a
handicapped child 1 he ,Parent
Resource Center focuses on the
needs and supports the strengths of
parents which will he helpful to
their child, to their family as a system as well as to the parent.
In addition to offering free
materials and information which is
available to parents directly from
the center, a series of trainings wiU
be offered to parents to provide
information in particular areas in
which they feel a need for support.
Cnderstanding special education.
• chavior managenint, transition
.nd guardianship are a few. topics
!iie center hopes to offer in train!ri !!,,,•rester.1 parent,

her
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A&A
Auto Rental

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates

& Weekl)
Rates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

East \lain St. 753-4461
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1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping .
Asphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
U.S T & Contaminated Si it Remo% al

Brent Allen
Ditching
Since /979

7591515

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
GM

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Parts

Charles Jenkins
753-2617

641 South

(Before the Need Arises. . .

C3
C7
41 4 Main Si
-Murray, Ky
753 1166
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HIL_LIARD
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\ \best investment
is you.
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kiefrobte Now York, Arneocan and kirdwast Slo,
Exchanges and SIPC

Services We Offer:
• Tune Ups • Balance & Rotate Tires • Starter &
Alternator Work • Transmission Filters, Seals &
Bearings • Brakes • Universal Joint Work • Fuel &
Water Pumps • Radiator, A/C & Heater Work •
Drive Shaft • Sell Interstate Batteries • New Tires •
Full & Self-Serve Gas • Make Service Calls

University
Gulf BP
RUthic
Five l'oints - Murray - 753-5782

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

.

Ask Us About

Forethought® Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
"

Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.

753-680)

s

'
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Murray schools establish center
for parents of exceptional children

WE APPRECIATE YOU...OUR LOYAL CUSTOMERS

Lindy T Smiler
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mom w;rri
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753 45.
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Rest

2 RECLINERS 1 Bench
craft $400 ' $300 Both
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less tri
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'53 4120
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SUNTAN Salon going
of business For sa-e
Wolff tanning beds Pew
used $500 and Lo
finance 753 92'1

Apartaisale
FP

SHADY Oaks

•leads aaUjbk

Square on

Miscellaneous

Firewood

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
:an: r3
tit ..,119
1:
$2S862 mo
Dal Gone at 753-2617
'bye Tai, Tine & Leerve
41 lb. Closed Ene Le

12n
Mobile
Homes For Sale

-C.R.

753-4199
kr-

Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building

\

Free frx-al claim
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Innovative concepts in exposing c::,
•.

:•, n:a nature

1300,000.00 ACQUISITON COST
PRODUCE AND RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
TRUCKS AND FORKLIFT
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 31, 1991
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52 Per54 Retire d
babe( abtr
at
55
sand others
56 Sadden
59 Note of scale
control
61
63 Stage
whispers
65 Dinner
(,Our se
Tellurium
symbol
67 Those
holding
office

15 Near
16 Encroach
trespass
18 uocts tED
19 Printer 5
measure
21 Winter
vehicle
22 Foray
24
how
iexpertise,
26 Paradise
28 Supplicate
29 Aromas
31 Protecting
tooth
33 Concert • ,.
34 Fruit son,
36 Weary
38 Italian river
4C Sour

-
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20
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EAT
EYE

10 More
uncanny

12 Greek letter
14 Gentle push
measurt17 Cincinnati
F.; Roman r,-„,ad
ballplayers
9 Danny 5
20 Moroccan
daughter
native
, olts
23 Hebrew
month
'
9
10 III 24 Sparring
abbr
25 Court order
27
down rwin
decisively I
30 Break
suddenly
23
32 Develop
35 Let fail
27
37
Slaughter
38 Puzzle
39 Speechifies
32
41 Rend
43 F/ y Mets
37
pitcher
44 El
42
43 44
director
ini1S
46 Reid ID
48 Handle
r
',4
.5 1 ObieCt of
affection
111
58
59 60
53 Actual being
57 Greet, letter
58 Yes in
F,4
JUatez
60 Forerunner
1.67
of CIA
62 Mother
United Fea ure Synd cate 64 Roman 501
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MOORE FRUIT CO., INC
1 1 IR SOUTH FIRST STRUT • UNION CITY, TN
. . .

ACROSS

sit

strfloce"

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS

. . .

Kubota NANO Scars *Tape Primer • noted Digital State • Toledo Digital
SC111 • Tyrol Open Top Wady Produce Coo., • TwoMista Bin 8 006
Case Coders • kr Glass Fronts And Raw Sliding Doors • Musarnan 6 Sell
Serve Display Up RignI Freezer iv 3 Hinge Dull 24 Full tanglP Coosa
Doors • ettisamen r Sett Serve Display Up RigM Freezer vt 3 Hinge Out
29 Fun Length Gies& Doors • Okras/nen 32 Open Tog Dispia* P,aluce
Comer or upper Mirror Back • Tao-t2 Sections One 8 Sechon .
Barrage Are 52- Self Serve Display Up Right Cooler er Double 24
Sliding Full Length Doors • 14 * 15 Rola In Cooler w Front And Rail
Entrance Doors • Detect° 10 Pound Hanging Scare • Ever Cash Register Pee Snails, • large Warehouse Fan • Two-Upright Freezers • Sever.
Shopping Carts • Sever* Display Racks And Shelving • Two-Chece Out
Stations • Sevier& Center isie Display Counters • Hickory Creek Foy
Automatic Standing Modal NCSOOSX Authentic Eason( Bst-8.0us COWAN
.4 Smears, Molds 10 lo 12 Snoods,* No Watching No Turning No Fear
Olt Fire 230 Yoh 'PM Approved , Only Pennies An Hour To ()paste Like
Na'. • TEC 42'1 Standing Stainioss Gas Radiant Chia &oar 'Lee Nee
i Blodgett 12 Sae Connecta:an Fast Cook Oven ma Stand-5 Racks • US t
Open Burnet 36 Gas Range vi Lower Convection Oven • South Bend 36
Gas Ranga-cirxxxix Top•Lower Own • Three-Gas Deep Fryers . Rand..
27- Counts, Base Deil Retrigerator • Tao American Pennant Ware 2
Drawer Electric Bun Wormer . Dour 61 a 36 W Stainless Work Table
iv Double Overshellies And Heat tamp • Two- Eagle Starless 3
C.onsoadrnard sr Sinks • Eagle St/braids Said And Clean Dosnwashang
Table•Rinse Station • 7 Submits Exhaust mood w Range Guard
Chemical System • 6s4 Exhaust yenta Mood • Sia• And regetabie
Grandee • Food Warming Lamps • Moot Wrapping Machine • Menu* French
Fry Cutter . American Parmant Were Steamer • Ember GIO Sheamel •
HOe401 Model 41123 Stemma's Meat Grinder . Bird • Model 22 Band Type
Mast Sew • Re 12 Meat Slicer • Sanitary Meat Tenderize, • 36 -48. And
72' Stairwells Work Tables . ha 0,Cold Food Catering Carrying Case Or
Casters • Crystal Tip Modal Be. 920 Cruaned Ice Machine i 4 a10
SUormia Soled Bar a Custom Enclosed Cabinet • 36 not Food Steamer
Taboo • Sweating Stainless Double Head Model 2131- 311A Yogur1 Machine
'Lis Mee • San,Ser. Stainless Single mead Model A401 1E Yogurt
limning . Magn Chaos . Boost*, Seats • Diaries -Pots Pans And Utanseis
Iota And Loll' • Serving Stands ;Several Ladder Baca Chairs • 150
Buick Stack Chars si Grade 3 Vinyl • 30 Pius 36 And 30 m42 Butcher
Block Wood Gram L....noted Lop Dining Tables - 60 Round Table •
(Wrung *Our,
1 Stereo System•Speakers • Vangard universal Cies neater •
Many Usual For Fran • Lots ot Ildscrailianmeous acme • Portable 48 Sagn •
Of K.E ITLItm Swan Orb0 CoinDualu • Star Mon, Font isa•2400 Signature
Sanas PrOM4/1 • Sem T,om Coto, SC-452-C Monitor • Office Cleat And
Chars • Mau DC • 111C Copier •
TRUCK5_,Atal Al0ca,.1,4 Nissan Model 25 Fort tat 106 Mast LP Gas
• - LAO Nam Condition • 19116 k•ssan I Ton Track w Dual Wheels $
Fnapnrards Flat 9041 av Slake Sides 5 Spead•Tranam,ssion, Poser
10 GAIC Sierra SlE
Stealing As Common.% - vim Good Condrion" • 19,
Extends Cab Pickup 11610 Miles Loaded ii, AN Acassorea "Lee Nam
Condemn • 4 Wheel Paris WegOri•I m24 Flat Bed itita-veirailToli Ka;
bear Vsied For Caisannouse And Ifni P101111 ()matey • Grass Hoppe,Mode
1210 Stici Saw Riding Lawn Mower .12 Norse Engine 42 Maw Deice
- 2 WM* A TM Dorm Bump*, Pinch Nils( - 1 DM International S-1700
Series Rittrivereted Truck 54 110 Milos ar international DTA 360 Diem*
Engine 512 Speed 9 000 Pound Front And 19 000 Pound Rea, Amiss
Pose, Strawring 218 Wheel Base 11R•22 5 Rubber Equipped a Kama*
lal insuiared Body•Thermo King 11341 50 Daes• Und Wry Face Ootht
i HIS 111k/kii/ 01 1110 150 111 Iris 110,11151 101 will 111.00

I

1
1 4

tleNie CASH CALMS'S C.11Ket 0. CHICK WITH ISJUVOCAALII
&IMO Of CANDY FAO* 1,01.41 SAM*
COAWit111 1141111411111 MUST SI AlA04 IN CAlin DAY Of SAWN

JAMES R. CASH
Jr.
it‘•

The AUCTIONEER AI REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
502, 623 11466 Or - 502, 623 63118
FAX • , 507. 623 ISIS
TN FIRM .806 TN LiC 8930

1
RC

CONTACT AUCTION CO FOR DITAINLID 111110CNURI

.444246•PoWiwerm
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apartment,
igerator turn
6148 after

townhouse
appliances.
naintenance
753 9898

>r 2hr apart
downtown

Gardens/
now accept
)ns for 182
rtments Call
Mon Fri

appliances,
_ease_ dope
302 A Mon
1 527 7382

country at
r 2 bath car
irble and tile
1, concrete
deck Next
,s Shown by
753 9400 or

2br duplex,
appliances
ry clean Col
3 9898

ly decorated
to No pets
utlities

tuplex Ap
rgy efficient
pied 1821
Ir 753 7457

.artially turn
g rooms with
in and bath
al HA Lo
from Fa
•rrio incLid
C.arrela

RE

klICE

i5 and
to dist Mediays the
well as
B conefit is
edieare
so pay
Actible.
rout of
rate is

ncy

Auto
Parts

2B11 duplex in Northwood
$295/mo 759 4406

HEADACHE rack and rails
bedliner. small Dodge or
Mitsubishi truck AM/FM ra
dio and speakers, 14"
wheel covers 436 2825

2BR duplex $300/mo Deposit required Quiet area
753 9240
TAKING applications for
section 8 ront subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky or call
502 437 4113 EHO
QUIET spacious country
living 2br duplex with carport 2 miles out 94W
753 7951

)N

ST

PMENT

1991

•

•

•

• Toledo OlgtLe•
ester Bet 8 Diti
Sussman 6 Sell
Lints Glass
w 3 Mingo Oth
sspiay Preduca
8 Sacnon

5 RIC**

US 6

South Bend 36
,ryers • Fiandm.
Orman! Wa,e 2
1111 *1011 feet*
le Sta,nloss 3
in Dianseasning
r Range Guard
And Vegetable
Manual French

Gio Steamer •
22 Band Type
• 36 -48 And
arylog Core On
IC nin* 4 110

&al Gas Heasof •
table 4 a SKr

2400 Signature
Mc/ Desk And

Best LP C.as
,ual *nests $
uss,on, Power
5W Sawa SLE
/nes LE. Num
;Sired too Na.
a Hoppe,Model
12 Bower Deci
national 5.1700
D711 360 Diesol
Ind Rea, Asters
god aNemo**
wy Si•cs Witt

1986 MAZDA RX7 Moon
roof, gold, 5-speed, sport
NEWLY remodeled large
$6100
2br house Central gas package
heat, central air Ap- 759 9568, 762-3378 leave
n-iessage
pliances. floored upstairs
Good location Coleman 1988 NISSEN Sentra
RE 753,9898
White,4 door, ps/pb, air, tilt,
AM/FM stereo, auto 1988
Pontiac 6000, red, 4 door
380
Pets
ps/pb, air, AM FM stereo
8 Supplies
753 5216

AKC puppies various
breeds Shih•tzu. LashaS,
Poode
many more
615 746 5355
AKC Registered RotNveller
puppies sof 479 2414
AKC Registered Boston
Terrier puppies Miniature
'
,
ales $125 150 Cash
cnIy
Paris, TN
901 £422394
AK.0 registered Palmera
rian puppy, registered Per
sian cat Reduced
753 5950
OBEDIENCE train your
dog with kindness Professional trainer successfully
serving Murray area for
over 12yrs AKC German
`.-.i-heptiard priced to sell
'rnport arid Champion sired
o,.ies 436-2858
See ZU AKC puppies
Ready now First shots and
....srr.ird
Beauties
2 67 522 8637

Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY of
fees a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753 1222, toll free
550 251 HOME Ext
7t1L
SELL your real estate at
auction the easy way Contact Wilson Real Estate 302
S 12th or call Wayne Wil
son 753 3263

Homes
For Sale
EPosSEssIED VA
& HUD HOMES
available from government
front $1 without credit
check You repair Also S &
L bailout properties Call 1805 682-7555, est 113435
for repo list your area

1300 121 Bypass
Murray Ky
753-5315
1978 Blazer 4x4
1983 Buick Park Ave.
1984 Buick Regal
1984 Ninety Eight

CARS ,
10 Toyota
10 Toyota
'10 ToyoU Carl._ 11,987
19 Toyota Carnry............'9,987
89 Toyota Ufa GT 11487
19
93 Buici Part
lierom Way Pt _1037
18 Toyota Cressida '13,487
18 Chew
18 Toyota Carq......"......19,987
18 Pont. Bcrne, LE.. .1917
17 Toyota Corolla,.. '5,987
17 Mazda
.10,917
16 Cher!!
......4,487
16 Kcoda larsd X '7981D
16 Pont. Sunbid
16 Toy.
15 Olds COI Brghm........1.987
14 Olds Delta
14 Toyota487
11 Toyota Corolla...... '1,987
78 Du 80Z
77 Datsun 2101..................'2,417
77 Ford LTD
73 Dodge Ort...,...,
TRUCKS
19 Fad Ranger XLT
'39 Chevy
'6,387
19 Toyota P11...........
18 Piss. Paitifindr SE '14.487
18 liazdaB20.._.............'997
18 Toyota Runner '11,487
'38 Prcuth Voyager 487
17 Mazda
'6,937
17 Toyota 1
16 Fad F150 1LT 414...1,487
10 Toyota Pickup
10 Ford Ctrstorl 4i4 '1,387
79 ,kep

1984 Ford Crown Vic.

1986 Nissan 4x4 Truck
1987

1987 Olds Delta 88
Bro.

1990 Cadillac Deville
NEW

FOR sale or lease - 3br 2
bath condominium
753 3293 after 6pm
ATTRACTIVE 3br, 2 bath
brick ranch home, in quiet
residential neighborhood
Owner being transferred
and anxious to sell Priced
in mid $50 s Contact Kop
perud Realty 753 1222
941.xeSSE4440-0-41-40.4?
HOMES available from go*.
ernment from $1 wItheut creel cfseck You repair Also
tax delinquent foreclosure*
CALL (1005)114-7555 EXT R2325 for rope Not your erea

LAO
Auto
krvIces
ALL auto repair 753 4314
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753 5500

1990 Buick Park Ave.
1990 Buick Riviera
NEW
1990 Pontiac Sunblrd
Cony.
2 to choose from
1990 Pontiac Bonneville SSE
1990 Pontiac Grand
Prix - NEW
1990 Buick Skylark
NEW
1990 Olds Calais
NEW
1991 Pontiac Grand
Am
1991 Olds Cutlass
Suprenv
4 dr 210 choose from
1990 Pontiac
Bonneville - NEW

V

BUILE.J.R • r,rw
garagirs. addirons, rerrod
eling frim•ng decks, patios, solar reon houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry 7r.bp
5t.rn
7,3

•New Home Cor-..,

ii:elfl

A•

•••

Hvoildrntial

-lames C. Gallimore
Service

,,,,.,ric

lit 04 lea( 107;
•st,,-.-.,.. K1 42071

Phone
(502i759 1M35

:
-

'

Rs!:ue Slual

753-6952

,

•Custom RencA,-

4,11pi

(502) 759-1487

1)1 NI (1)NS'l RI c I MN,

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

. .

762-1100
ii

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

J0
, 1

489-27 44)

-.,

ALPHA BUILDERS

Call lk Anytimr.

489-2303

759-4685

STEWART'S Hauling
trash and garbage pickup
Serving all of Calloway
County 436 5236

,
g-1. , 'jO 00
75 -.-4545
Nil 'oo
r

• •d

FREE for the as•irig
ory chips by the bieg
the truckload E.e ,
first serve 753 7'.4

DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP
,
.+,
-Custom Home Va•

G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267

SON Horne

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

753-7588

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica,
tions Call Sears 753 2310
for tree est- mate

Rr PAIRpumhng floors
ari 11,Cr lost 436 5405

Free
Column

Poison Control

HAULING, yard work tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

I
NG repairman with
,i!ne day service Call
43e 5255

Custom Woodworking
560

(()ismer('ial

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Affordable rate
7-,,,•rVIC.0 Ali work,
; ;Arante,:d 753 4200

CUSTOM KOCNEJ4 CABINETS
rusroei WOODWORKING
All Types Of

This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753 7203

homes, remodeling
pole barn,,, decks, outbuild
ings br,ck. and masonry.
Nork. 759 1039 after ripm

9s

GENERAL Repair;
ing, roofing tree
436 2642

Dial-A-Service
,Clip

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754

MR. Chimney Chimney
loaner 492 8561

Vans

V
V
V

Phone
753-4961

V
500

V
Used
Trucks

1990 Pontiac
Grand Prix

BRAND new 3br 2 bath
home with central HA Offered at an affordable price
$40 s A must to see Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435 4169

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns gen
eral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

MAC. S Errand Service of
fers housesitting, grocery
shopping, postal and bank
ing needs, etc 753 9630
Mx: Fri 8 5 References

195

1989 Cadillac
Brougham

1990 Cadillac
Fleetwood

opera
I;, pi rnrric.0
,irivir ways
elons etc

LINDA S Clean -rig Service
1:14(; ty clean more
:,ffice, Currently serving
the 1%,^..rray area 436 2270

tilGC

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 912 1 5
Mon Fri , 753 0530

COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry, electric and
plumbing also appliance
repair Including retrigera
lion and A/C 753 0318

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial arid residential fast
courteous and efficifiint ser
vice 759 1835

1980 CHEVROLET .an
$800 350 Chev motor and
transmission
$350
759-1142

515 S 12th
Moray, Ky

1989 Cadillac Seville

1990 Cadillac Seville
310 choose from

rri
y.,
,

riaulir
759 4cr„:

IF
V
V
V
V
V
111

1988 Olds Ninety Eight
Bro.

1990 Cadillac Sedan
Deville

STALLONS roofing & sid
ing 474 8064

I• i

1987 Buick Park Ave.

1990 Olds Cutlass
Supreme
2 dr , 3 Io choose from

CARPET-and vinyl repairs
and installation Proles
sional service Glen Bob
bers 759 1247 leave
message

/isipt;r1

OF MURRAY

1987 Olds Calais

1990 Olds Cutlass
Supreme

APPLIANCE RF PAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work ano parts warranted
Ask tr,:,r Andy at The Ap
tql,••1',4
Works 753 2455
5 t''
SERVICE

call: 75:i- 1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. salty-rid% S
To place your ad

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
no of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
opi-Jration at a lower corn
petitive cost Free est.
mates without obligation
Day or nite. 753-5484

p.m.

J.111.-12

T C Dinh Repair and Main'
tonance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 ' Main
Street 753 6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

TOYOTA ;Thrill the Sweetheart of Your Life.;

Olds Delta 88

1989 Cadillac
Brougham
New Make Otter'

Samba
Offered

CHIN Chins Chimney
Sweeps has 101 semor au,cn discounts We sell chim
ncy caps and screens
435-4191

6.

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Aubrey Hatcher
8111 Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Torn Thurman
Crr s Bearden. Bus f.lgr
Chad Cochran. Gen. Mr.

1986 Ford Crown Vic.
Wagon

28R house for sale Close
to campus Call 753-3293
after 6pm

Sill

113

PURDOM
MOTORS

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

Sin

530

530
Services
Offered

Used
Cars

1987 Buick Park Ave.

most el•olo.1

I MIIIVOCABli
III
Mir Of SALMI

1977 CHEVROLET Malibu
station wagon, very clean
new tires, excellent condi
tion and gas mileage $875
will trade, 759 1922

deposit
$350 imo
812 421 8716

I Food Steamer

Yogurt klacrune
A40 I E Yogurt
•ts And Uttnsels
:6 Chairs • 150
0 142 Buttner
Round Table •

Used
Cars

1980 CADILLAC Seville
4dr, $250 down, 1980
Thunderbird $200 down
1974 Nova 4dr, $100 down
1966 FORD pickup $150
310
down, 1970 Chevelle
Rooms
$1250 or trade, 1984 Cut
For Rent
lass $2650 nice, triple blue,
ROOM with private bath 1988 Firebird blue in and
room furnished, basic out, nice wheels, $5500 or
cable, kitchen and W/D trade 492 8884
share. $200/mo and 4
utilities References and
$150 deposit required Call 1981 OLDS 98 Regency 4
door, good looking and de
753 1826
pendable
$2500
SLEEPING room Refriger 753 1500
ator in hall Private en
trance Zimmerman Apts 1983 CUTLASS Supreme
S 16th 753 6609
1989 Cougar XR7
489 2936
340
1985 CUTLASS 2 door
Houses
brougham full power See
For Rent
at Piggly Wiggly or
1108 ELM St 3br 1 bath, 753 9889
gas heacentral air, x large
utility room with hookups 1986 MAZDA 323 very
carport 1 year lease and clean $3500 489-2741

r ar Double 24

Front And Near
Callh %gutter •
11111 • Sever&
Two-Ghecs Out
Hs, Crises Futiy
e-B.Chwt Cooker
'antng No Fear
Operate Like
Nier Like Now

AQI)

2BR duplex Northwood
$350mo 759 4406

430

EARS

530

490
Apartments
For Rent

MiTrray Ledger 8t Times

1970 CHEVY pickup Iong
wheel base, auto, ps/pb.
new motor, Sin rally
wheels, new tires $1750
Call 753-6855 after 6pm
1979 CJ5 Jeep re built 6
cylinder motor $2500
OBO 474 8820
1988 CHEVY SIC white, 5
speed. Iced miles
753-7027

510
Services
Offered

ALPHA Builders - Carpen
try remodeling porches,
roofing concrete, driveways, painting, mainte
nance. etc Free estimates
489 2303
,
ANY remodeling,
painting 8 rooting Free estimates References
435 4632

✓
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Valentine's Day' 1,,,
Love, Big Sis,
Barclay
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Love you bunches.'
*
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•
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11/
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• wiffmtv.“.vvymcgid-tv.w,krripi,
Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one person only), names or lovelines(no more
than four lines),along with a stamped,selfaddressed envelope for the return of the
original photo.
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Deadline for receipt of photos is noon, Monday, Feb. 11.
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INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate

Day!

L.
ilie,
,

4
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___Canctrtictirsn
Home remodeling paint
irig, wallpaper, carpeney,
floor covering No job too
small 753 4251

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery, Murray 436-5560
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A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns, trees,
and shrubs, unwanted ants
and insects Call Al for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753 0906

With their picture and a special message in the pal I
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Health Matters

Take care

Diagnostic Procedures That
Don't Miss A Beat

oi you'

In the time it takes you to eat
Accorcksg to Dr Russel
its ich or watch the six o dock
Howard carciologest at MurrayNOS two Kentuckcns die from
Calloway County Hospital age
family history and gender also
• sort disease In tact every day
45 Kentudocris. two of whom are
play apart in the deveiopment of
heart disease The older you are
ciloway Counticns are the
the greater your risk Men tend to
Actins of fatal heart attacks
have grater risk than women
How does this compare to
and heart disease often rafts in
iationa1 averoges1
families Although these resks are
Utifortuscrtely. not very well
Statistics from 1985 Show Kentucky beyond your control they cap
alert you to eliminate other risks in
ineribetween the ages of 35 and
o4ranked fifth in the nation for the your like
iumber of deaths due to
coronary cretery disease white
So how can Kentuckians
atientucky women rcnk 10th
reduce thew risk of developing
The 7eason these mortality
ccrciovasc Jar ciseuse%
ales are so high is that
Kentuciocris have been show to
adapt lifestyle changes that
sould lower ties risk of
developing potentially deadly
tiecat disease According taa
'scent survey conddtteci by the
Kentucky Department to( Hearth
Services the number of
• itucioans who smoke lead
sedentary lifestyles cx cre
overweight has not decreased
sigr uncanny dunng the last five
years Allot these negative
Impact factors are KrrOWn *O
Stop Smoking.
0(11nbute to hiscr disease
kJ' ICA:fr
*Uniess Kentucioans chcrige
you smoke Soch day and the
we will continue to see a high
length of time you ve been a
ssath rate due to heart disease
smoker directly relates tO yOur
t. )c1 stroke • says Dr Ocrios
development of heart disease •
sssonclez Kentucky Heath
Dr Howard odds 'Four cigarettes
_:,imssoner
a day increase you nsk of heart
As we age nearly aN of us wsl
attack by SC percent One pock
oeyeicip some degree of
actcry ?spies yorcirnsir • There-sr. sscleross the coronary
realty only one way to lower your
• . ssease that causes Dula
risk --s top sriokrig
4.,I tat along the artery wails
You can t feel the cisease
lkirvi3iocAng. its a grackx1
Lose Weight.
• lige occumng every ocry The
S Iger s that if unchecked
smoking IN wan weigi- • *sea •
s- tatty deposrts can °lost( the
.
...)f bio od to the heart
reakze hovv moos, rr,ore narrsts
smosurvg is than obesity'Dr
ig a heartattack The
Howard relates You would sKive
g s news is that you car
to be about IOU pounds
preyent or at least minimize. the
ene.._% of cardiovascuks disease ••• overweight to sauce the effects
of smoking one pack of
by ie inaloprig heathy habits and
Hat r kiting lifestyle risk factors
sogarettes a day •
Su-spicing is the numbs( one
Nevertheless you heart
wOrk hairaer When you ore over
•sk toc_ tor for heart cisease(as
many forms of cancer)
your ideal body weight by 20
percent of rsioo• serious rak t000tis include
-ssr tut/high chooesterol (lets
or cht exercise_ untreated higr
d t..xesscre nabiity t.
Modify Your Diet.
txqe stiess obesity
c..)we ou•
Arhericans
old riabetes and
has choiestera pe seis that put
.ise of alcohol :ore
•them in a high risk group to'
• •s dcriks doe,
developing cosoricry artery

cksease Studies show that
reducing you cholesterol level by
only 25 percent reduces you risk
of heart attack by as much as 50
percent A change in eating
habits is usualy all that s necessay
for control
Total cholesterol *vets are
measured by a simple blood test
which is readily available in your
physicians office or in MurrayCalloway County Hospital s
Health Express mobile screening
unit Adults over the age of 20
should have their cholesterol love,
checked and fled to( record with
then personci physician

Control Blood
Pressure. ct r. high
blood pressue is the only risk
factor it has been shown that
when controlled, Dr Howard
err phasszes •you risk of
developing heart disease is nearty
thesome assomeone who
doesnt have high blood
pressure'

,

Exercise
Regulady. A

sedentary lifestyle is a makx
contnbutor to heart disease
Exercise can strengthen the heart
nes)reduce cholesterol and
keep off excess pounds
Walking two miles it ess than
40 minutes is an excellent hear/strengthening activity for people
of all ages

Here's To Your Health.
its never too late to take heart
and make a few lifestyle changes
to gr eatly r eciuce your risk of
coronary heat cksecise One
thong is certain you can make a
difference in the way you tee.
and the health of your heart by
managing those factors that are
within your control

-

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital s Health Express will be
offenng blood pressure checks, pulse,
cholesterol and trig6tceride screenings
during the month of February
Under most circumstances.
cholesterol and toglyceride levels
.should be checked every five years
Only patrons who present a written
prescription from their physician will be
screened more often
The cholesterol screening 1$101
requires a food fast (water only, for 8
hours The tnglycende screening (S10)
requires a last (water only) for 14
hours To have both screenings. the
charge is only 515,
Also available is a Stool For Occult
Blood Screening Kit 44) which detects
blood in the stool
These screenings detect disease in
Its earliest stages when there are no
symptoms of disease If you are
experiencing symptoms, you should
see your physician
Monday, February 4
Fancy Farm
Bank of Fancy Farm
9-11 30a m
1230-20 rn,
Tuesday, Febritary 5
Hwy 94 E
Duncan s Market
830-11 30 am
East Y
East Y Grocery
12 30-2 30 pm
Wednesdat. February 6
Folsomdale
Hoskins Bar B
9-11 a m
Hickory
Post Office
12 00-2 00 p m

Weight Control Programs
Weight Control For Life!
-more than 30 pounds to lose.
Lighter Living
--less than 30 pounds to lose.
Nutrition For Life
--children's weight management.
Prenatal Nutrition
--nutrition counseling for expectant mothers.
Post-Partum Weight Loss
- -losing that baby fat.
For a free, personal consultation and more
information about our adjustable pricing plan,
call (502) 762-1533 today.

Eloctrocardlogram (EKG). This procedure
tests you hearts function while you ore at rest
by charting you heart,s electrical activity This
pattern indicates whether you heart is
contracting normally
and if disease or
damage is present
Strass/Troadrnill EKG:
This computerized
procedure is performed
while you are on a
treadmill to monitor your hearts reaction under
exertion It is excellent for identifying
those who are at very high risk in the near future
to have a heart attack develop angina or
need bypass surgery
Echocardiogram. Sound waves(sonar) are
used to create a visual image of the heart itself
- waN motion, valve openings and closing.
heart chamber size and the presence of blood
clots Murray-Callowory County Hospital is the
only place in the state. other than the University
of Kentucky, with stress echocardiography

Health Express

Mira( le Moments is pleased to sffer the pen natal
classes listed below Pre registration is required for all
classes and fees may be paid at the first class
These classes are part of a gift package t alued at
over 5700 which is giver: to Miracle Moments
Prepayment flan participants
If you would like to rer_ett.te this tatuable gtft
package and become a prepayment participant. stop
by,the hospital admitting office for complete detail-,
about the program_
If you are not a Miracle Mon-tents Prepayment
participant, you are still weir orne to &fiend liiir 1,1,ses
at the fees listed
For class Information and pre-registration. call
the Perinatal Education Coordinator at
(502) 762-1385.
Prepared Childbirth Class (535)
Option 1. Mondays. Feb. 4, 11. 18 & 25
Option 2: Thursday, Feb. 7. 14, 21 & 28
7 9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
Pre register for:
Cesarean Birth Class: Wed, ,klarr h 13 i515,
Parenting Class: Wed, Feb 6 I; 13(510r
Sibling Class: Sat .Feb 16. 10 11 a rrt (Freer
Refresher! Mori Fe!) 11 1, 18, / 9 pm (S10)
Refresher!! Thurs Feb 141,21.I 9 prn (S/6/
Post-Partum Exercise Class ‘5171
(Call (502) /62 1139 to schedule)
Prenatal Nutrition ($10,
Post-Partum Weight Loss Class (S15,
Six weeks after you ce had your baby or
alter you'ce stopped breast feeding, you
can safely begin the three week post
part urn weight loss class. The class is
taught by registered dietitians at the
hospital. Call (502) 762 /533 to schedule
Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour (f ree)
Miracle Moments Newsletter (Free)
Miracle Moments Booklet 'Free)

Diagnostic tools help your doctor assess your
hearts function arid identity whether or not a
heart problem exists Murray-Calloway County
Hospital offers a full diagnostic regimen of noninvasive cardiac procedures

Canununity even &c

Nuclear Cardiology. One study helps
determine coronary arterial disease Another
computenzed study determines the percentage
of blood being pumped per heart beat and to
identity the efficiency of the heart at work

Nursing Career Planning Fair
Saturday, February 23
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
- Making A Professional Change"
MCCH Outpatient Surgery Center
Challenging job opportunities await you in the
nursing profession. Representatives from area
registered nursing programs will be available to
answer your questions and provide you with
information on the nursing program
of interest to you
For more information, call Lyn Ryan
(502) 762-1319.

Fresh Start
Free Smoking Cessation Program
Must attend all four classes
Mon., Feb. 18, Wed., Feb. 20,
Mon., Feb. 25. Wed., Feb. 27
5:30-7:00 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
To Pre -register, call Kathie Pierce
(502) 762-1384.
36441e1414401,./40474.41l
,

Theyoung-adult division of the BSA
Doppisr Echocardiography. This ultrasonic.
diagnostic procedure measures the velocity of
blood flow,shows valve functioning and allows
physicians to assess the entire cardiovascular
system without entenng the body
24-Hour Ambulatory Cardiac Monitoring.
The monitor known as the Holier, consists of a
portable cassette rec-ording machine worn by a
patent performing normal, daily activities At
the end of a 24-hour period, the cassette is
returned to the hospital where a computer gives
a printout of the heart's rhythm and rate.
Cardiac Event Monitoring. Patients wear this
monitoring unit up to a
month to record and
oo
00
transmit cardiac rhythm.
It the patient experiences
abnormal heart activity,
the patient can transmit
signals by telephone to
sophisticated diagnostic equipment in the hospital's Cardiac Csraphics
Laboratory where the signal is recorded and
interpreted

.Thursday, February 7
Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8 30-11 30
Monday, February 11
New Concord
Bob s Corner
9-11 am
New Providence
Church of Christ
12 30-2 30 1:1
Tuesday, February 12
Dover
Uncle Joe s
9-11 30 a m & 12 30-2 P m
Wednesday, February 13
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
830-11 30a m & 12 30-3p m
Thursday, February 14
Aurora
Kenlake State Park
9-11 30 a m & 12 30-2 30 Prm
Monday, February 18
Murray
Calloway Co Public Library
9 30-11 30 a m & 12 30-2 301) rn
Tuesday, February 19
Dexter
Senior Citizen Center
9-11 am
Brewers
H & H Grocery
12 30-2 30 p m

\lu\14

Wednesday, February 20
In City
Tri City Grocery
911 am
Lynn Grove
Crawford s Service Station
12 30-2 30 p m
Thursday, February 21
Benton
Lakeland Wesley village
P
9-11 a m
Hardin
State Parking Lot
12 30-2 30 p m
Monday, February 25
Murray
Post Office
830-1130 am & 1230-3 pm
Tuesday, February 26
Drattenville
Bonanza
9 11 30 a m & 12 30-2 p m
Wednesday, February 27
Burnous Mills
st.
Farmer & Merchant Bark
9-11 a m
Thursday, February 28
Murray
Court Square
8 30-11 30 a m 6. 12303 p m

LORIN
Scouting Week is Februgy
Murray-Calloway Cor-y H9spi!a

Medical Explorer Post 00::

We Lend Support
Cardiac Support Group
Tuesday, February 12
-Heart Month Party"
Bring your favorite heart-smart food recipes to
exchange with yourfnends Print or type the
entire recipe on one side of a card or sheet of
paper. DO NOT BRING FOOD.Party food will be
furnished by the hospital
10 a.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Sh,r1ey Lamb.(502) 762-1170
Murray Alliance for the Mentally III
Thursday, February 14
'Schizophrenia'
By Derrell Smothers licensed Psychologist,
West Ky Regional Mental Health Center
6-8 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Melody Myrand,(502)436-2518.
Stroke Support Group
NO FEBRUARY MEETING
Contact Steve Passmore (502) 762-1137
Cancer Support Group
Tuesday, February 5
hi,
'Biopsies'
By Dr David Barrett Pathologist at MCCH
Tuesday, February 19
'Open Discussion'
3-4 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose,R.N (502) 762-1389
Laryngectomee Support Group
Friday, February 8
4:00 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Ann Ingle, RN, or Dixie Hopkins, speech
pathologist (502) 762-1100
Alzheimer's Disease Information
Educational Meeting
Tuesday, February 12
"Remembenng Love'
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, February 26
4:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Cindy Ragsdale.(502) 762-1100
or Joretta Randolph,(502) 753-5561.
for an Alzheimer's informational packet
Parkinson's Support Group
Friday, February 22
1:30 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Dixie Hopkins speech pathologist, or
Ann Ingle. R N at(502i 762 1100
Compassionate Friends
Thursday, February 22
7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Carol Perlow, MSN,(502) 762-1425
Bereavement Support Group
Every Wednesday
9:30-11 a.m.
Hospice Office, 3rd Floor
Contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Director
(502) 762-1389

